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TAFT PUTS HIS VETO
TODAY.

STOPS

ouniKG co:;i:;fl

activity

PREsrai

ON THE "PAY BILL"

SPEECH.

in getting under way. Many leading
men appeared Jn. court on the panel
'EVIEEKCE
of Jurors. Daniel Frohman, the thear STICKS
and
trlcal manager, was foreman,
among others who signified their will- DEMONSTRATES THAT HE PAID
ingness to serve were Arthur Heinz,
CAREFUL ATTENTION TO
J. B. Harriman, Harry Duryea and F.
PROCEEDINGS.
W. Duryea. Coroner Felnberg presid
ed and "Dago Frank" and "Whiter
Lewis were In court' The understand PAYS DEBT T3
FE3SECUTOS
ing was that the proceedings would
be adjourned in view of the Impending
THEY. HAVE NOT
DECLARES;
Indictments.
BEEN ABOVE USING TRICKSchepps On Way to New York.
ERY AND1 MALICE.
Hot Springs. Ark., Auk. 15. 'Sara
Schepps, wanted as a material 'wit
Los Angeles, Aug. 15. With almost
ness in the Herman Rosenthal mur
entire court room in tears, Clar
the
New
here
case
left
York
in
der
City,
S. Darrow brought to a close toence
at 7:15 o'clock today in charge o
in
a powerfully pathetic plea the
day
Rubin
Assistant District Attorney
TO
and his detectives. Rubin main final argument of the defensa in his
tained his decision to obey the in trial for alleged jury bribery. As an
structions of District Attorney Whit- unscheduled finale to his plea, the
man not to announce the route to be bella of a nearby cathedral tolled
Accused Official May Be Thrown to the Wolves for AH They taken or the probable time of arrival forth. "The Angelua" as Darrow con
signed his own fate to the hands of
in New York.
Care District Attorney, Believing He Is Hot on the Trail, Is
the
jury Just before noon.
It was not until late yesterday that
Pushing the Fingers of the Law Into Every Crack and
tears streaming down hia
With
return
to
mind
his
made
Schepps
up
to New York with Assistant District cheeks, the Chicago lawyer made his
Cranny of Gotham in Effort to. Dislodge Clews and
the ar- last appeal and when the final word
Attorney Rubin. Probably
Criminals Prominent Men Do Not Object to
of Stewart, a prosecutors de- was spoken, men as well as women.
rival
Serving on Coroner's Jury
had hand
tective, impelled the decision. Stew jurors and
art had plenty of credentials and af- kerchiefs to their eyes. There was
ter he tallied with Schepps, the pris- no .attempt at ft demonstration and
New York, Aug. 15. Before a rep- I have told Vallon that he is not play
the bailiffs had no difficulty la clear
oner consented to start,
resentative jury of leading men with ing square and that I will no longer
the court room. Friends of the
ing
Daniel Frohman as foreman, all the act aa his counsel."
accused moved slowly forward '.and
In the confession of "Bald Jack"
prisoners, with the exception of Lleur
shook his hands, but few words were
Rose
as prepared by the gambler for "APOSTLE" ACCUSED OF
murIn
the
involved
tenant Becker,
spoken, as the lawyer was visibly
der of Herman Hosenthal, the ganv District Attorney Whitman and printovercome with emotion and apparentbefore ed this morning with Rose's own
bier, were arraigned today
ly on the vefry. of exhaustion. . ..
Coroner Felnberg for the formal
spelling and punctuation, Rose de
Jfr, Dv fow resumed fus argu
into the murder.
clares that Becker tad decided to kill
ment
to the' juiy today In his trial
At the request of Assistant District Rosenthal himself if others had not RELIGIOUS FANATIC IS ARREST-- x for
After anallegedf
tiry bribery.
ED
COLORADO
IN
SPRINGS
done
work.
the
After
the murder,
Attorney Frank Moss, who said that
himconfine
would
he
that
nouncing
BY OFFICERS
"a practically complete case has been Rose says, he met Becker by appointto the charge upon
self strictly
scene
ment
near
of
the
the killing.
made out against all the defendants
Is on trial the bribery of
Rose says:
Denver, Aug. 15. The aged religi- which he
by the grand jury now In Bession," In his written confession
Lockwood Darrow enterN.
George
ous
"William
fanatic
himself
"I opened the conversation by saycalling
the hearing was postponed until Auged
a
into
comprehensive
analysis ot
ust 22. The grand Jurors, however, ing: 'My God, Charlie, this Is nor. the A.postle," arrested at Colorado
and
him in
for
the
evidence
against
susto
There will be
pay.' He Springs Wednesday afternoon,
mortified District Attorney Whitman rible.
that Issue.
of
verthe
assault
and
of
Don't
matter?
'What's
the
said:
pected
killing
that tkey dtd not eel warranted In
I asked: Signe Carlzen, was brought to DenComparing the testimony of the
returning further Indictments charg- y, leave all that to me'.
witnesses and that of
ver
no
The
have
direct
seen
him?'
said:
prosecution's
and
he
today.
'Have
police
you
ing murder in the first degree until
his own, he sought to, show the im1 would evidence to connect the old man with
I
saw
the
'Yes,
squealing
more
evidence.
This
they had heard
the crime. The stained handkerchief probability of the state's allegation
evidence, it was expected, would come have liked to take my knife out and
In his pocket will be submitted that he had given the bribe money
found
on
out
it
the
cut
and
hla
tongue
hang
now
on
.Sam
his way
from
Schepps,
to
murdered music teacher's moth or induced the corruption, of the jurthe
to
possible future squea'pr.
buildings
from Hot Springs.'
or. Hardly a detail of the testimony
He said: 'Well, I was saved the trou- er for examination and possible
with
threatened
Having been
of Bert H. Franklin, the confessed
tiras
to
I
her
became
It
ble of doing
having belonged
myself.
death if they revealed informaso
to
do
juror briber, was overlooked In the
for
the
ed
it,
daughter.
gang
waiting
tion regarding the three men "higher
decided tonight to do It myself.'
Deputy Police Police Chief Leyden attack upon him, nor was a point
up" in the gambling graft scandal,
"I asked him how? 'Well,' he said, received a rambling letter Wednes- made in Darrow's favor by the many
"Bridgie" Webber and Harry Vallon, 'after I left Jack; Sullivan I instruct day evening which may have been witnesses who contradicted Franklin
two of the associates of "Bald Jack"
The note forgotten.
ed Otto to drive by the Metropole and written by the "Apostle."
Rose, may prove to be recalcitrant
down without stoppin?. I In-- 1 is 'religious in tenor and the expresThe speaker time after time called
slow
witnesses. The two prisoners are
Rosenthal was there to take; sions "cut down" and "blood requisi- upon the jury to choose the man
if
tended
confronted on the other hand by po
out my gun, blaze at him and tell Otto tion," occur in its with the word whom
they would believe Bert
Blble indictments charging them with
but he wasn't there'.'' "cut" heavily underscored.
to
briber and admitted falsiFranklin,
going,
keep
the murder of the gambler, Herman
to re-- j
The negro Featherstone, arrested fier, testifying for his own liberty,
was
The
prepared
jury
grand
Rosenthal, unless they tell the whole
or Job Harriman, Frank B, Wolfe
sume its investigation Into the Rosen- as a suspect, was released today.
truth.
and himself, who had testified
thal case today.- - District Attorney!
The two prisoners tried to deter- Whitman's assistants are making an
OFFICERS ARE PROMOTED
against Franklin.
mine today what course to pursue.
senate
"If you convict me, you must say
Investigation of real estate transac-- j Washington, Aug.
Webber and Vallon have been "reach- tlonfl, information having come to the military affairs committee today vot- that Harriman, Wolfe and
myself are
ed" and told, according" to Vallovis state's attorney that within the last ed to recommend immediate confir- perjurers and Bert Franklin is an
counsel,, to "throw Police lieutenant year one police Inspector ha Invested mation of the following military ap- honest, saintly man,", he declared."
Becker to the wolves," but to shield more than $200,0n0 In choice uptown; pointments made some time ago by
Although more moderate than yesthe names of the three men now
lots. The coroner's inquest was late1 President Taft: Clarence R. Edwards terday Mr. Darrow took frequent occhief of the bureau of insular affairs, casion to denounce
by the state's attorney as di-- l
his enemies, parto be brigadier on the line of the ar.4-,rectors of the graft system.
4
4
ticularly In charging the prosecuting
,
g
my; Colonel Frank: Mclntyre to be attorneys with
District Attorney Whitman is
trickery and malice.
of the bureau of Insular affairs, He
chief
BACK
HOLDS
deSENATE
4;
themselves
two
4
the
prisoners
protested that he would infiniteAug. 15. An 4, with the rank of fcrlgadier general ly prefer to go to the penitentiary
cide what attitude they will take. f
Washington.;
JameB M. Sullivan, Vallon's lawyer, 4 effort to reach an agreement to 4; during a term of four years; Colonel himself than be one of the Jury to
says that frequently messengers from 4 dispose of the stel and wool 4 George Andrews to be adjutant gen- sentence him on. the evidence."
those "higher up" and from certain 4 tariff bills, already passed by 4 eral of the array, with the rank of
"I hope," he said, "that the district
police inspectors have surreptitious 4 the house over the president's 4 brigadier general for a term of four
office got Rb money's
attorney's
visited Vallon and Webber in their 4 veto, failed in the senate to- 4- - years; Colonel Edgard Stever, to be
worth when they bribed BYanklin
cells and told them they might tell 4 day. Unanimous consent to 4' brigadier general.
with his liberty to testify against
what they pleased about Becker but ' vote on both measures toraor- - 4 As the result of opposition by Senator
me."
tano
action was
if they informed on the big fellows 4 row was objected
to by Sen- - 4 Brl stow and others
Darrow launched an attack upon
they might as well make away with 4 ator Briggs because there was 4 ken on the president's appointment
R. Harrington that surpassed
John
Wother-spoothemselves, as they would meet death 4- a dispute about the arrange- - 4 of Brigadier General W. W.
all previous denunciatory assaults.
General
late
succeed
the
to
later. Mr. Sullivan said, after seeing 4 ment of pairs.
4
in
District Attorney Whitman:
4 Frederick D. Grant as a major gen- He declared that Harrington's act
Republican leaders decide
2,000 miles to lure him into
"coming
General
eral.
Wotherspoon formerly
"Whitman has made a case against 4 t call in absent members to 4
was president of the Army War col- the dictagraph trap at the behst of
Becker and none of Becker's black 4 meet any attempt, by vh uenu
the National Erectors' association
the vetoed 4 lege.
mailing employers seem to caro' a 4 crats to
was the most infamous thing in the
WotherGeneral
to
The
4'
Becker's
In
bills.
were
opposition
di
4
about
situation,
Telepramn
hang
criminal annals ot the world."
on
is
understood,
fart, they have sent word to Rose, 4 patched to all absentees with- 4 spoon was based, it
sufdone
not
had
he
Pitcuring Harrington as a man who
Washin.et'iin
the
that
to
4
Vallon
ground
Becker
throw
in
and
Webber
4
easy distance of
to the wolves. But they are deter 4 to return to the capital. The 4 ficient line duty to qualify him for ap- had eaten at his table and slept in
has been 4 pointment sa major general, and It his bed while betraying him, he demined that their own names shall not 4 republican force
clared: "So long as he lives, the
be brought out. Rosa will make' 4 greatly depleted In the last 4 is ,oe!leved to be so strong as to
of infamy will be upon Har- time.
It
mark
at
this
confirmation
his
and
Vallon
two
weeks.
have 4
4
good, but Webber
con-f-:been reached and I am afraid they 4
4 is (expected that the senate will
(Continued on Page Five)
44-444these soon.
4'
have made up their minds to weaken.
4
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FEDERAL OFFICEHOLDERS
ALSO WILL iHAVE TO "BUY"
ON CREDIT."

Republicans Have Opened Headquarters
:
. and Will Hr:!:e Udn Fiiii in !:e Vlcst
PROSRESSIVES S LAN TO ESTADLI8:J OFFICES

ACTION Democrats Also Will Congregate ia the Windy City Though They
Have Not Made Final Arrangements-Chairm- an
Eilles Says
EXECUTIVE DECLARES HE DOES
Reports Are Indicate of Crowing Tendency oa Part of

MESSAGE

EXPLAINS

NOT APPROVE OF SEVERAL
AMENDMENTS.

Voters to Return to the Republicen Ranks He si
Satisfied With Result of His Trip to the '
H
Middle West
!

Washington,
Aug. 15. President
Taft today returned to the house with
a veto message
thg legislative, executive and judicial appropriatiton bill
because of its amendments to abolish
the commerce court and limit the
tenure of office of civil service employes to seven years. The cabinet
ON
read and approved the. message.
On motion of Representative John
son of South Carolina, a member of EL
PASO FEELS UNEASINESS AS
the appropriations committee, the
WARLIKE SOLDIERS GROW
house took up the bill to pass it over
IN NUMBERS.
the president's veto. Two hours' de
bate was arranged and a vote was
Juarez, Mex.?, Aug. 15. By the arscheduled to be taken at the end of rival
today of 300 rebels from Guada-

15. Charles
D.
Chicago,
Aug.
Hilles, cairman of te republican
REBEL TODOPS ARE national committee, departed for Nen?
York today after two days of conferences with republican leaderst at westMASSED
BORDER ern headquarters here, during which
he launched the republican preside
tial campaign. Before his departure
he received reports of a most encouraging sort from nearly all th
national committeemen in the various
states.
Mr. Hilles held conferences until
midnight last night with three memthat time.
lupe, east along the international bor- bers of the executive committee ol
The president's veto is sure to ex- der, the rebel
garrison here now num- the national committee. Announcetena the session of congress. Some ber about 1,000 men. It was declar- ment was made today of the appoint
or John C. Eversman, secretary to
members believe the bill can be ed at the rebel
headquarters today
passed over his disapproval as were that George M. Oarravero, located at Congressman William B. McEMey.
the wool and steel tariff bills. None Villa Ahumada, south on the Mexi- as assistant secretary of the national
of the laders thinks that would be can Central
railroad, has 1,600 men committee. Announcement alio was
possible in the senate.
at hia command, end that about 1, made of the appointment of Wsitw
One effect of Mr. Taft's veto is to 000 more are located ear Palomas, IT. Wilson of Chicago
as assistant
hold up 'lis own pay, that of evtiy
nr.
eaid
was ix- JPHrer,
opposite Columbus, ; ."'
nitfj
member of congress, every federal
point United States troops are being pected Chicago would be m&aa
judge and every employe ot the Unit- rushed from Fort Sam Houston, in
headquarters of the nation. 1
ed States courts. Soome leaders have addition' to four
(.
troops of the Third committee.
proposed to pass a resolution to ex- cavalry already stationed on the
Work at the headquarters of the
tend all last year's appropriations to American side in that vicinity. It new progressive party practically
December 2 and adjourn" congress was declared at General Orozco's marked time awaiting the return of
without passing the bill.
headquarters here that the United United States Senator Joseph M. DixMr. Taft's message was strong in States need have no fear of intru on, Medill McCormlck and other leaders from conferences In New Tort.
its condemnation of the way con sion from the Mexican side.
Plans
were made for meetings on Satgress had attached special legislation
more
than
The rebel figures place
to an annual appropriation bill. The 3,000 men in the vicinity of Juarez, urday.
No arrangements have been compresident wrote he approved any sys- and if was said that the federal adtem of promoting efficiency in he vance on the south would be awaited pleted for the opening of democratic
civil service and favored a civil pen-- . without more troop movements.
The headquarters. Joseph C. Davis of Wission system, but he could not ap- federal
the consin, who had been expected in adtoward
army advancing
prove any legislation to turn out- of border is believed to contain more vance of Chairman MoCoomba of
office employes who had given their than 5,000 men, but rebel leaders here New York, still is In the east Robest years to the government.
believe its numbers will be dlminlsh- - ger C. Sullivan, former national comThe president defended the com yed by the necessity of leaving garri mitteeman from Illinois, departed wttli
merce court vigorously
and wrote sons to protect the Mexico North- William A. Laydon and others on a
that opposition to It came from those western and the Mexican Central rail- cruise to Mackinac and Sault Ste.
Marie. He said he knew little of the
who had not been in sympathy with roads.
Its decisions. When the reading of
plans for the opening of headquarters.
the veto was over, Representative
'
Federals Use Aeroplanes.
Stephens of Nebraska, democrat, in
Woman to be Progressive.
troduced a resolution for the passage
New York, Aug. 15. One ot the
Mex., Aug. 15. AeroChihuahua,
of any vetoed measure by a majority
will be employed by General results of the conference at Oyster
s
vote. A
vote of both houses planes
Huerta in his eampaign against the Bay between Colonel Roosevelt, Sennow is required.
Mr. Stephens derebelsunless Orozco's force at Juarez ator Dixon, "his campaign
manager,
clared Mr. Taft had used the veto
contrives to scatter in small bands, and George W. Perkins ia the probmore
than It had been used
powers
making formal warfare impracticable. able selection of Miss Jane Addanss
In the first half century of the narecently pur- of Hull House, Chicago, as a member
The. two monoplanes,
tion's history.
chased by the war department and of the executive committee of nine of
tested at Torreon, have been sent which Mr. Perkins is chairman. ' Only
OHIO PROGRESSIVES MEET.
and It Is probable they will.be Mr. Perkins and Judge Ben B. Lind- -'
here
re sent
Cleveland, O.., Aug. 15.-- In
this week to Gallegos for scout- sel have so far been named.
sponse to a call from Chairman
At the conference five additional
ing expeditions.
James R. Garfield, the Ohio progres
names were, tentatively chosen ar.l
sive, party steering committee met
4.
have, been submitted to Governor
here today to select a date and place
Johnson of California, by wire, for
for holding a state progressive con
hia approval. One of these names' is
WILL GET PENSIONS
vention and to arrange to get pro
said to be that of Miss Adder-is- . Miss
Washington, Aug. 15.
electors on the
gressive .presidential
veterAddams Is expected to take charge
ot
thousands
for
"
- , '
ballot.".
of the : women's movement for the
ans, held up by disagreement
"progressive
between the house and senate
party throughout thfl
"BUG HOUSE" CONCERT.
over the $160,000,000 pension
country and will have headquarters
'
:
I
Atchison, Kan., Aug. 15. Grasshophere.
...
appropriation bill may be paid
pers broke up the band concert here
Saturday.
last night. They crawled into some
The house has agreed to the
MANY SAILORS DROWN. ,
of the instruments and put them out
senate's demand to abolish the
Bilboa, Spain, Aug. 15. One hunof tune so badly that the musicians
eighteen outlying pension agendred and nineteen Spanish fishermen
could 'not play. Farmers
say the
cies on February 1, 1913, and
belonging to this port lost their lives
pests are more numerous than for
passed the bill, with one minor
the sinking of four fishing boats
by
ten years.
President Taft Is
amendment.
a terrible storm which raged
during
expected to sign It immediatethe
along
Spanish coast for the last
AFFECTS NEW MEXICO.
ly.
two days. The hurricane, which has
in15.
Washington, Aug.
Proposed
Checks for all the back pennow abated, caused immense havoc
creases- by western and southern railsions are ready for mailing at
in the coast towns.
on
from
In
livestock
New
roads
points
the agencies. As soon ' as
Mexico to Kansas City and adjacent
President Taft signs the bill
CROWD AT GAME.
territory were suspended today by
all agencies will be notified by
the interstate commission from AugChicago, Aug. 15. Standing room
the
to release
telegraph
ust 21 until February 1, pending the
cnecKS.
x. was at a premium when the Chicago
and New York teams of the National
conclusion of an Investigation In pro4- .
gress.
league beffnn' play today. v..
i
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TWO
work being done while the chill was
still in the bones.
many
A huge cdinic,
Including
prominent surgeons of New York and
neigborlng cities, witnessed the operation. The crippled boy was put un
der the influence of ether and wheeled into the ampitheater, where everything was in readiness.
There were really two operations
In one. First an incision was" made
NEW YORK SURGEONS PERFORM in one of the deformed feet and the
WONDERFUL OPERATION
ligaments c)ut so it would asaHime
ON BABY.
Then the missing
normal position.
part of the skeleton made up of the
New Yor. Aug. 15. By a feat human bone for that foot was put In
a two year old boy place so it formed a juncture between
of modern
admitted to the post graduate hos the heel and the toe bones. The surpital five weekg ago with deformities gical wound was then closed with
which in the light of medical science sutures and the foot placed In a plas
of a few years or even months ago ter cast to give the transplanted bone
would have made him a hopeless rest until nature should adopt It
cripple for life returns to Waterbury, as part of the skeleton of the foot
Conn., today sound and normal in
An operation exactly similar, ex' ...
limb and functions.
cept that the missing part of the skelBone transplantation, the newest eton had been slightly differently
line of experimentation in twentieth shaped out of the bone td be transcentury surgery, reclaimed the young planted, was performed on the other
cripple. Bones taken from the bod foot, and it was placed in a plaster
lea of healthy infants who had suf cast.
fered violent deaths, and placed in
Patient Suffered No Pain
transplanted
cold
storage, were
The combined operations occupied
Into the body of the boy by1 an en only about half an hour. The little patirely new, operation which can now tient came out from under the effects
be pronounced successful.
of the anaesthetic with no symptoms
'. Old Treatment Required Year.
of shock. There was but one thing
to guard against, and that was the
was
with
born
The little patient
deformed feet, commonly known as breaking or moving of the casts until
club feet, due 10 the fact that there the proper time should arrive. Nurwere not the normal number of ses kept careful guard over the boy
bones in the feet. The ordinary cor- in bed, for he was etrong and playful
rective measures hitherto employed and seemed to hare hardly any pain
bv aureeons in similar .cases requir as a result of the operation.
A week ago the plaster casts were
ed the cutting of the ligaments and
tissues and the gradual straighten- removed and the boy's feet were
normal shape.
ing of the feet by the use of braces found to have assumed
and apparatus. This treatment occu- No braces or bandages were used af
topied years, and even if it produced ter the casts were taken off, and
coriective effect never gave required day the youngster ia to return as a
strength to the feet to bring about normal boy to the home he left five
what might be termed an effectual weeks ago as a helpless cripple.
To Get Lessons In Walking Now
cure.
There is a curious phase of the
bold
a
new
and
idea
It was a,
stroke of surgery to attempt in this operation that is yet to be "gone
caso to reconstruct and practicallj through with. On account of his
build up the skeleton of the foot By club feet the boy never learned to
the use of bones from the bodies ot walk or even stand erect. He could
It was attempted, crawl about the floor of his home.
other children.
however, and accomplished with en- but an attempt to teach him to wal
tire success and opens a new field seemed like cruelty on account of the
condition of his feet. Now that the
to orthopedic surgeons.
bones of other children have made
Work of a Noted Surgeon.
,'
his feet whole the little fellow will
Dr. F. H. Albee, who is head of the
soon receive his first lessons in walk
Department of Orthopedic Surgery at
ing. It may take him some little
Cornell, at the University of Vermont time
to learn to balance himself and
and at the Postgraduate Medical
take steps, but the surgeons and
in
School, whose recent original work
nurses are confident that within a
bone transplantation has attracted
few months ha. will p Joddllnp; aoout
AS 'tHough:
he had. never had an ai)
conceived and performed this new ment.
.
corrective operation for a deformity
This was Dr. Alh,ee's first operathat for thousands of years has filled tion upon a human
being in, the trans
the world with cripples.
of bones from one body to
plantation
The patient was admitted to the another. It was the first
operation
hospital a little over five weeks ever attempted for correcting club
normal
and
except feet
ago,
strong
by means of bone transplantatfor the deformity. Dr. Albee was call- ion.
Surgeons abroad have transto
corrective
as
ed In consultation
bones from a human body
planted
treatment and after examining the Into a human
body, but never for
boy decided to perform the operation such a deformity.
that naturally followed the line of his
Bones Always Strong.
researches and experiments in bone Transplanted
In the treatment of Pott's disease
bone
or
grafting.
transplantation
of the spine, in which he has with
By reason of his experiments with uniform success used a
process of
animals, chiefly dogs, at Cornell Dr. bone
Dr. Albee has
transplantation,
a vaanhaA tha nATMvlualnn flint
A1W
transplanted bone taken from one
successful bone transplantation could
of the body to another, as, for
part
only ibe accomplished by transplant instance, a
piece of the Bhin bone to
Ing bones from the same species. It the vertebrae.
This
he

GRAN

GONE

lEHS

-

.

'

i Ei

,

operation
has used to offset tuberculosis of the
causes children and
spine, which
The
adults to become hunchbacks.
operation was original with Dr. Albee 'and he has achieved notable suc
cess. In all cases the "grafted" bone
has been adopted into the body and
(has remained healthy,
showing a
strength beyond that of any metal
Into the
that could be Introduced
body. This can only be explained by
a well known principle of medical
science, that nature strengthens the
body at the point and time of need.
The New York, Medical Journal in
'
its issue of March 9, last, contained
a paper which Dr. Albee had read
before the iew York Academy oi
Medicine wihich gave a description
of seven cases where hunchbacks had
Been restored! to normal condition by
Such operations arrest
operations.
and finally overthrow the tubercu

was necessary, therefore, to have hitman bones for the operation. They
would have to come from healthy bodies, and the only way they could be
procured would be to take, them as
early as practicable from the bodies
of infants who had met violent
deaths.
Bellevue Surgeons Agree to It
Surgeons of Bellevue hospital were
notified of the requirements of the
post graduate hospital for the contem
plated operation and agreed to aid.
Dr.' Albee in his experiments on animals had kept the bones in cold stor
age for fortyeight hours kept them
just at the freezing point and had
then successfully trans planted them in
other animals. The shorter J.he time
i
they were kept In cold storage the better the chance of the success tt the
operation.
Four weeks ago the bodies of two
infants who had died of strangulation losis condition.
With surgical science able to corat birth were available at Belief
hospital. They were normal and heal rect hunchbacks and club feet, the
will rapidly
thy bodies. From one was taken a world, it Is expected,
thigh bone and from another an arm reach a State when a natural cripple
These were placed in cold will be a curiosity.
bone.
storage and preparations at once were
made at the Post Graduate Hospital
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
for 'the operation that would transPlans and specifications for the
of annex No. 2, New Mexiplant them 'into the feet of the crip
'
co State Asylum at Las Vegas, N.
pled' boy.
Had to Reshape Bones of the Dead M., are on file at the office of the
In attempting to rebuild the skele- medical superintendent, which con
ton of the feet it was necessary that tains all information neressary for
the operating surgeon should make bidders.
Sealed proposals for the , above
his calculations to the hundredth part
of an inch in reshaping the, bones work will be received by the medical
taken from the bodies of the infants. superintendent up to 9 o'clock a. m.,
This was done with surgical , instru Tuesday, September 3, 1912.
DR.' H. M, SMITH,
hours, while L
ments within twenty-four- ,
the bones were; in cold storage, the
Superintendent
.
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DECLARES HE HAS BEEN WOOED
AND WON BY THE STEEL
CORPORATION

FLIES

CRIPPLE

STANLEY

IS LOVER OF TRUSTS

FOR KILLING

CURES A LITTLE

sm-Eer-

DEVICE

MAN'S MEMORY
WILL BECOME
IMMORTAL.
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Washington, Aug. 15. The personal and political relations of Colonel
Theodore Roosevelt and George W.
Perkins, formerly of J. Pierpont Morgan and Company, were bitterly at
Roswell, N. M., Aug. 15. G. C. Weltacked on the floor of the house today
ter of Roswell, who already has to
by
Representative 0. A. Stanley of
credit
three patents has Just re
his
Kentucky, who ia chairman of the
ceived from, the patent office in i
steel trust investigation committee.
Washington the final papers for his,' In
supporting his bill to make the
fourth and latest invention.
of the commissioner of correports
It is a collapsible shipping box,
available for congress, Repporations
which has promise of a good demand
resentative Stanley charged that
as soon as Mr. Welter can arrange
Roosevelt had protected the harvester
for the manufacture of the article.
trust ' from government prosecution
It Is especially adapted for shipments and described Perkins as the
of meat by the large packing houses,
of "big business" and the govas well as for smaller shipments of
ernment.
Representative Stanley's
butter, eggs,, and other country pro- characterizations of the former asso,"'
duce.
were extremely bitter. ' He
The box will be made in various ciates,
dwelt at length on the absorption of
sizes and shapes, the smallest being
Tennessee Coal and Iron company by
a little larger than a fair sized shoe
the United States Steel corporation
ones
box; and the larger
measuring and charged that Perkina had been
several feet in length, with proporable to secure from Herbert Knox
tionate width and height. The size
Smith, former commissioner of corpoof the box will determine the thickinformation which was denied
ness and weight ot the material to be rations,
congress.
used in the construction. All of the
The new progressive party also
sides are equipped With hinges, and came
in for an extended discussion.
The lid
the boxes close inwardly.
"I hear that this new party of profolds back and down, and the back
gressive capitalism," he said, "will
of the box is folded down on top ol
hymns between the tirades of
sing
this. The ends are turned inward Roosevelt and the
platitudes of Perand are held down nrmly by clasps,
kins and that Perkins is to be choir
which 'work automatically with the
leader. I would suggest that they
closing of thf ends. When folded paraphrase the war cry of' the
the box occupies no more room than
and adopt it as the
No nailing
so much flat lumber.
"Faithful
battle hymn of the
is required all thai is needed to from Wall
follows:
street" as
'
lock the box, being two small seals.
is Allah;
Allah, Allah, Mammon
In considering the (high cost of
there, is no God but Mammon
freight and express rates the value and Morgan la his prophet."
of Mr. Welter's new invention will
In his attack on Morgan, Stanley
readily be seen. AH of the large said:
packing houses demand the' return
"For several years the chief interof their empty shiping boxes. They
mediary between big business and
take up as much room when they those who are Invested by the exeare empty as when they are full. The cutive
department with the duty of
freight and express rate of an empty investigating It has been a gentleman
upright box is' at least twice as high by the .name of George W. Perkins.
as one folded so as to take up from For
ardent parthis
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OPENS THURSDAY AND CONTINUES THROUGH FBIDAY AND SATURDAY

PROBABLY

These
Shoe Sales have become important merchandise events of each year,
looked forward to by all Shrewd buyers as unusual
.

Semi-Annu-

t

Opportunities

Money-Savin- g

This one will exceed our previous sales as cur Spring and Summer purchases were much
larger than usual therefore we have more broken lines to dispose of before the new Season
opens.
Our entire stock of women's Oxfords, Pumps and Sandals,
including Satins, Velvets, Coro
nation Cloth, Suedes, Pattent Leather, Gunmetal, Vici Kid and Velour Calf, worth from $2.50 to
$4.50 special for this sale, per pair..
.
'

..$1,S3

-

CT--

All boy's and children's Oxfords and Sandals',
including an excellent variety of 6tyles, all
t
sizes, worth from 85c to $3.00, special

'

fanatically
years
amount tisan has broken
through all restraints
bf space. "ult;
whicli deter better men, and has unMr. Welter is as yet undecided as hesitatingly sacrificed every
other
to what plan he will follow for the obligation to society and himself In the
manufacture of his product, but he Rorref nervier of his Darty. In 1904
is confident that whether he under- Mr. Perkins in his eagerness to aid
takes to, start a factory himself, or his party and his
. Roosevelt,
o
sell his patent, his success is almost actually gave $50,000 o0othef peoassured.
ple's money to the good cause. He
Another recent invention by Mr. gave his check to Mr. Bliss and
Welter is a fly trap, to be uBed over was reimbursed by cheek, of the New
garbage cans. It is built of galvan- York Life Insurance company No.
ized plate, and screen.. It is so arand
payable to J. P. Morgan
ranged as to fit over the top of a Company.
garbage can, that the flies in trying
"The proceeds of this check, were
to get at the garbage, crawl up the traced to Mr. Perkins and for this
side of the tank and into the narrow eminent service he was arrested unentrance of the trap at the edge of der a warrant charging him with
the can. Once inside the flies cannot grand
larceny. Perkins knew the
find their way to the narrow pas- consent of the
policyholders was necsage ways, by which they entered.
to
save
this appropriation of
essary
Mr. Welter hopes to find a big their funds from the
guilt of common
sale for this product in cities where
larceny and that consent was not
the health department is more strict and v could not be obtained. This
about the sanitary conditions of the man escaped a
prison cell by the skin
alleys and garbage cans than they of his teeth for having picked the
are in the smaller towns.
pockets of a shroud for the use and
benefit of the republican party." '
TENNESSEE
DEMOCRATS MEET.
Reviewing the information as to the
Nashville, Tenn., Aug. 15. Tennesabsorption of the Tennessee Coal and
see democrats assembled in state Iron
company by the steel corporation
convention today to formulate a plat- secured
by the Stanley steel Investi
form on which Benton McMillin, the
Mr. Stanley said:
committee,
gating
victor In 'the recent primaries, will The severest critic ,of Colonel Roose
contest for the governorship at the velt can
that he
hardly conceive
November election against Governor would have in 20 minutes commisHooper,
sioned the steel corporation to crush
its last competitor. "On this occasion,"
concluded Mr. "Stanley, the colonel assumed the same relative position to- -'
ward the masters from Wall street
that the Lord. assumed toward the de
vil. The Savior said: 'Get thee b
Health Is the foundation of all good hind me, Satan,' and Roosevelt said,
looks. The wise woman realizes this I am in front of you, O Steel Trust
and takes precautions to preserve her I will
paralyze the strong arm of the
health and strength through the peI will silence the voice ot public
law,
riod ot child bearing. She remains a
clamor andl I will deliver to you bound
pretty mother by avoiding as far as
and
helpless, the. industrial dominof
possible the suffering and dangers
of the south,' And for that ser
ance
such occasions. This every woman
may do through the use of Mother's vice worth multiplied millions to the
Friend, a remedy that has been bo long United States Steel corporation, it
in use, and accomplished so much has not been lacking in gratitude
good, that It is in no sense an experi- fropi the day of the merger until this
ment, but a preparation which always
good hour. Perkins and Gary, brothproduces the best results. It Is for ers of
the Steel corporation, have
external application and so penetrating
tn Its nature as to thoroughly lubricate been absoltitely at the command of the
of the United States."
every muscle, nerve and tendon involved during the period before baby
comes. It aids nature by expanding MEMORIAL TO GENERAL BROCK.
the skin and tissues, relieves tender
Brockville, Ont., Aug. 15. A monuness and soreness, and perfectly preIn honor of the memory of Genment
pares the system for natural and safe
motherhood. Mother's Friend has been eral Sir Isaac Brock, who wa3 in
forces
used and endorsed by thousands of command of the Canadian
mothers, and Its use will prove a com- against the Americans in the war of
.
v
fort and benefit
was tmveiled in this etiy today,
to any woman In CjlXOllWia 1812,
but modest ceremon
with'
interesting
need of such a
VZ-ies. The local chapter of the Daugh
remedy. Mother's
Friend is sold at '
ters of the Empire, to whose efforts
drug stores. Write for free book foi the erection of the monument is duei
expectant mothers, which contains was in
charge of the ceremonies.
much valuable information.
pne-fourt- h

to

one-tent- h

,

rr
About 200 pairs of men's Douglas Oxfords, all this season's
styles, in Tan Calf, Gunmetal
and Patent Colt Skin, worth $3.50 per pair, special for this sale
.

.$1.03

Women's Silk

Women's Lingerie
Waists

CIIILOIEN'S EOfJPEES
One line in small checked Gingham, Blue or Pink
sizes 2, 4 and 6 years, 25c
quality, only IQc.

Hose 21c
A Pure Silk "Onyx" hose'
with Lisle thread tops, heel,
toe and sole, black only, per

.

One lot of Lingerie Waists
in a variety of styles, worth
from $1.25 to 2.50 each, sizes
38 to 42 only, special, each,

;

One line in solid colored
Chambray Gingham, Pink
or Blue, long or short
sleeves, 50c quality, spe"'
cial 3D Cm

pair

C5o

What is Left From Our Spring and Summer Line of Women's and Misses
COATS, SUITS, SILK AND LINGERIE CHESSES,

DRESSES,'

WOOL

,

WASH CHESSES, SILK

WAISTS, LINGERIE WAISTS, MILLINERY AND PARASOLS
Until Saturday Evening August 24th., Your Choice
at

the

ii'j.ti'ifn::.''.

Just

HALF' PRICE

(

Laa Veas'Leadina Store

Established

1862

South SidePlaga

CAPITAL PAID IN

NT'S ;

.
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$100,000.00

O
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SURPLUS
$50,000.00

;
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BRADHELD

REGULATOR

CO., Atlanta, Ga.

The princial

address

was

delivered

I

.

J. M. Cunningham,
Frank Springer,

V

President.

J

'

V

SJ

V )I. T. HosWns,

Cashier.

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Las Vegas Savings Bank
'

Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office

with the

Wm. G. Oaydon
II. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

San Miguel National Bank

President
President
Treasurer
Vice

Interest PaJd on Deposis

by Col. Samuel Hughes, the Canadian
minister of militia and defense.
The date for the unveiling of the
memorial was appropriately chosen,
since ft will be Just one hundred

years tomorrow since the surrender
of Detroit, with which event' 'the
name of General Brock is most close
ly associated in American history. '
General Brock was born on the Island of Guernsey in 1769 and had had

a brilliant military career in the Brit-ds- h
service before he was sent to Canada. Nearly two years before the outbreak of the war between Great1 Britain and the United States he renltsed
that the conflict could not be averted,
and he began io put the province in

a condition to meet hostilities. ;As
soon as war was declared he ' advanced upon Detroit,
General Hull, the American commander, had retired to Detroit after
x brief attempt at an invasion of
Canada.
The war department had
made no adequate provision for the
defense of Detroit, and upon the appearance of General Brock the American commander surrendered his entire army, with all its cannon, arms
arid stores. With the surrender of
Detroit the whole of Michigan fell
into the hands of the British.
General Brock was tnade a knight
of the Bath for his victory at Detroit, but he survived his honors less

than two months. An American force-o- f
6,000 gathered on the Niagara frontier after the fall of Detroit, and
there General Brock gave battle near
the middle of October. He wa3
pierced by three balls Wihlle leading
his troops, and died where he fell. An
imposing memorial column surmounted by a statue of the general mark3
the place of his death on Queenstown
heights.
One of the most common complaints-thahard working peoplo are afflicted
with is lame back. Apply Chamber-

t

lain's liniment twice a day and massage the parts thoroughly at each application, and you will get quick relief.
For sale by all dealers.
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of committee have been appointed to that the association also investigate
examine the work and they have all and make some recommendation to
reported favorably. The Bar associa- the supreme court in regard to hand
tion should take some action at its ling the business; coming before It
present meetin, either by recommen from the state corporation commisdation of the passage of these bills, sion, that is, to' suggest or outline! a
or by recommendation of the rejec set of rules covering the preparation
tion of the same.
Annual Address, Read at Session This
and presentation of matters coming
Morning, Deals With Reform in Practice and Procedure and Ur-jeChanges for the Better That May Be Attained By UnitThe writer would also suggest that before the supreme court from the
ed Ltfort on the Part of the Attorneys of the New State. The
Passage of Proposed Laws, the Executive Asserts, Would Tend to Remedy Many Conditions
if the association passes a resolution corporation commission, and also re
recommending the enactment of the commending a method of publishing recivil and penal codes, or either of ports of the supreme court upon cas
The following address on "Reform of a
degree less than the highest, need for criminal procedure reforma- association wa sat that time most vi- was to the uniform sales act. "What
that it appoint three persons es coming from the corporation comthem,
in Practice of Procedure," by Presi and a new trial la
granted, he can. tion, la the extent to which the courts
In the reform of pro- is the use of legislating something to be on the ground In
dent J. M. Hervey of the New Mexi- not be again tried for an offense are hampered in the trial of cases. tally interested
January at mission, that is, whether they should
cedure, and they would not therefore that is already law?" The writer, the meeting of the legislature, to as-- be published
co Bar association, was read at this
separately or combld
greater than the one of which he As the above writer says although undertake, to make any recommenda nevertheless, Jelt that it was his
duty ist in securing the passage of these with the regular reports of the sumorning's session of the annual meet- was convicted.
This is really the the authority of the trial judge Is tions to the legislature upon the gen and tha
duty of the legislature to acts.
preme court. The association should
ing of the organization. Mr. Hervey, greatest abuse of criminal procedure almost unlimited in setting aside a
revision of the laws, but would put into the hands of the public in.
eral
Id will be remembered that at the Investigate this matter at the preswhose home(is in Roswelf, was imiabie that has ever
he
has hardly any in confine ourselves to the matters in general, as simple a code of laws as last
been inflicted upon the verdict,, yet
to be present and his paper was read
meeting of the association, Mr. ent meeting, either by committee or
public. In the writer's own experi shaping the verdict, although he may which the war was especially inter possible, in order that so far as sta- P. W.
Clancy presented a paper, which In open meeting, or both, and take
by another member of the bar;
ence he has known of a half dozen plainly see the Injustice of it. Any ested, therefore several members were tute law is
all persons among other things dealt with corrupt some action.
concerned,
Is
It
quite apparent that the
criminals, clearly guilty,' to escape remark the judge may make In the designated to prepare subjects for pas- might understand the same, even practices, and the
necessity for legis
Respectfully submitted,
"spirit of unrest," that is said punishm,ent under such a provision. presence of a jury upon the issues sage by the legislature.
Judge Me- - though it might have a tendency to lative action thereon. The associaJ. M. HERVEY, President.
to have prevailed throughout the Upon one occasion a man
of
the
case
considered
is
was tried
nothing chem was designated to prepare a reduce litigation. The highest duty tion adopted a resolution approving
United States In the past decade, de- for murder. He was
convicted of less than an outrage, when as a mat- revision of probate law and proce- of a lawyer Is not to get laws passed Mr. Clancy' recommendations and up
The "Progressive" Party
manding reform along the line of op- manslaughter, doubtless upon a com- ter of fact, the' judge should be al- dure; Mr. A. B. McMillan to pre- which will increase
but to on motion duly made and carried, Mr. Is the individual, man or woman, who
litigation,
unerative government has not left
uses Foley Kidney Pills for backache,
promise. He secured a reversal upon lowed to freely express himself as pare a new civil code and the wrfter secure the passage of laws which will Clancy was
requested to prepare a
molested the bench, bar and the the ground that the court should
to the credibility of witnesses and the
not
to prepare a new penal code. All of minimize litigation. A prolonged law bill along the lines suggested In his rheumatism, weak back, and Other kidney and bladder irregularities. Foley
courts.
issues of the case, not only in the these were
have instructed upon
manslaughter.
prepared In the shape of suit which drains the pockets of liti'- - paper, that the same might be pre Kidney Pills are healing, strengthen-ing- ,
Indeed, the latter have come in for Upon
it was shown that the presence of the jury, but to the jury. bills ready to be introduced and pass- gants on, both sides, may be of direct sented to thei legislature for passage.
tonic, and quick to produce benea great deal of criticism and" adverse defendant was
clearly guilty of mur It Is an almost universal rule that ed, to be handed to some member of and immediate benefit to an attorney, Such a bill was prepared and present ficial results. Contain no harmful
trial judges in the United States are the
comment, for the long and seemingly der in the first degree, but
but in the end he must go down In ed by Mr. Clancy and passed, and drugs. Never sold In bulk. Put np in
There was also
upon aplegislature.
!
two sizes In sealed bottles. The genunjustifiably delays in the disposition plication of counsel for the defense men of good character and good inand presented to the legisla- the general collapse, If such a course Mr. Clancy, in the opinion of the writ- uine in a
yellow package. O. O. Schaef-e- r
of legal business and for apparently the judge Instructed a
if
necand
with
clothed
the
tellect,
;
is
in.
er, Is entitled to the thanks of the
persisted
ture, under the supervision of the
and Red Cross Drug Store.
premptory actechnicalities. In the quittal upon the ground that
would
an
immense bar association, drafts of the Uniform
have
essary
power
The
has
made
writer
a
not
association
could
for
his
hasty study
h,e
only
industiy
opinion of the writer, a great deal of not be convicted of a higher offense influence not only in the disposition Child Labor law, the Uniform Sales of the civil code, above referred to, in giving hW time and labor to this
TO PUT LID ON CITY NOISE
crittr
of
adverse
business by the courts and in the act and an Act on Liens and Mort- and feels that It is a great Improve-me- matter, but also
this fault finding and
than manslaughter, and there was no
upon the success of
Boston,
Aug. 15. If plans discussed
cism by the public in general against evidence of manslaughter.
discouragement of useless delays in gages. These latter, however, were
over the present system existing his efforts.
at
a
not
today
meeting held at the Har; the courts, Judges and lawyers is
It is also a matter of considerable the trial of eases, but in reaching re- undertaken merely as a matter of in this state. The greatest advantage
There are a number of other matvard Medical school are realized, a
well founded, nevertheless, some of regret that there is not a constitu- sults which would not only be permageneral duty, the main Interest of the that) will be derived from it is that ters which are as necessary to be covmovement will soon be
it is. It must not be forgotten that tional provision allowing every of- nent, but would be just as affecting association centering around the Re- it covers every character of action. ered by this paper! as the president's world-widto
under
imway
put the lid on the honk
the
interests
of
involve
Mr.
law suits often
fense to be prosecuted upon informaextremely
litigants.
Storey form of Legal Procedure and Prac-- . As before stated, It seems that there address, some of which have already
of the automobile, the screech of the
would
In
portant matters, not only the life tion instead of by Indictment of the says that the system of allowing the tice.
use
be
little
'
very
The most locomotive
having a been partially discussed.
whistle, the cries of the
to bring in a general verdict
and liberty of an individual on the grand jury. Nine-tentof the jury
In accordance with these instruc code and then limiting it to a small important of these Is the lack of Inthe tbumpety-thumpeddler,
street,
one hand and the protection of cases coming before th,e courts do in criminal cases ought to be entireof
the business of the courts. terest which is taken In the Stat
the members did prepare com part
tions,
car wheel and
of
street
the
flattened
abolished.
The cause of a great
society on the other, but immense not require investigation, and the de- - ly
plete bills, upon probate law and pro The new coda Is made to apply to all Bar association and in its meetings. a thousand and one other noises that
Is
number
of
reversals
often
this
upon
power
interests
hang
fendant expects to be indicted and put
property
cedure, a new civil code and a new forms of actions which may be If the Bar association In New Mexico make city life burdensome to persona
the decisions of the courts. It there upon trial. The grand jury simply given the jury to return general ver penal code. The same were prepar- brought in court.
expects to be of any use to the pro- of
ordinary sensibility. The estab
A brief summary of the headings fession or to the publlo in general,
fore needs no argument to establish does what the district attorney tells dicts, and requiring the judge to hast- ed without compensation and without
lishment of an International commisshow
will
thei proposition that more or less d,e tnem, yet It is the source of a great ily prepare and write his instructions
extent
code:
enthe
of
this
it
must
extend
its operations and
thought of compensation, and were
sion for the suppression of noise la
lay must evidently attend the trans deal of expense and long delays in to the jury. He suggests, with a typewritten- at a cost of about two Limitations of actions; Venue; Par- large its membership, and take more
action of such business and that a the prosecution of criminal offenses, great deal of force, that the jurj hundred dollars, to the association, ties; Pleadings; (including a clear interest In the work of the associa- proposed. Preliminary steps to this
end were taken at toe meeting today,
There should also be given to the should only be required to answei They1 were Introduced In the legisla- and sane provision in regard to con tion. It is very doubtful if
great deal more danger might arise
which was "presided over by Profes
of
as
same
the
ot
matters
fact,
special
in
great,
questions
action
of
courts
from 'hasty
more discretion and more
process, widening of the eligible attorneys, in the state
ture. Another meeting of the asso structive service
sor
Victor Grazzi of the University of
to
in
do
are
sometimes required
they
moment, than from long delays; nev power In the conduct ot the trial of
ciation In May was lightly attended, the power of the court as to amend- are members of the State Bar asso- Pisa. The American members of the
Then
and
cases.
the
the
equity
lawyers
that
criticism
ertheless, it is just
case, criminal as well as civil. The
but a number of the members kindly ments); Abatement and Revivor; Lis ciation. It la also true that not to
Include Dean'
courts and procedure therein are too judge In acting upon applications for the judge, after thorough discussion consented ito go over the work which pendens; Quieting title; Sale of dece exceed ten per cent ever attend the international committee
Sabine
Blake
of the
Professor
and
.
to
of
and
time
rules.
investigate,
plenty
much hampered and clogged by
change of . Venue should be allowed
had been prepared before the satco dents' real estate; Attachment and meetings of the association. The Harvard Medical school, Professor
Unforms and technicalities, created to some discretion, as he is in acting can apply the law to the fact's.
to
state
writer
little
that very
regrets
was presented toi the legislature for garnishment; Replevin; Mandamus;
Cross of the Massachusetts Institute
meet the demands of society, as it ex upon applications for continuances, der this system no instructions vonlfl passage. Accordingly, the civil code Prohibition; Quo Warranto; Habeas Interest seems to be taken In the
of Technology and Professor E. 8.
al
to
be
the
except
an
the
necessary
jury,
of
Actions
of
to
would
iast,
hundreds
to
and not be forced
work of the Bar association. I
name;
years
isted
was carefully and thoroughly examin corpus; Change
grant a change
Morse of Salem, Mass. It Is proposed
and totally inadequate to meet the simply because the defendant wants to the limit of the questions of fact ed by Judge Roberts and Mr. Francis recover money lost at gaming; Evi- suggest that a new committee be
to use dictagraphs to make an exact
findto
make
are
which
and
upon
industrial
they
modern
comknown
as a membership
demands of
it and Is able to find two people in
Depositions; Continuances; created,
E. Wood, and a favorable recommen dence;
ot
transcription of the many varieties of
if
trial
the
in
Inasmuch as a the counrty
Bocitil
conditions.
willing to agree with ings. Furthermore
dation presented. The penal code Trials; References; Judgments; Costs, mitee, to bring into the association city noises. From these dictagraph
erronan
made
has
a
the
thou
a
case,
judge
Executions
and Appeals.
all eligible attorneys in the state, and
him. There should be considerable
condition which has required
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early mSgourumout of cougross a couauuimauou
devoutly to
bo wished. Ha .proposes that the Congressional ltocori be abolished. The
immediate result of such a course
would be the withdrawal of the opportunity enjoyed "y1 the congres
sioual statesBieu'of having their un"
delivered speeches' printed in the
Record and scattered broadcast over
the country at "the expense of the government."' Sfenator1 'femith expresses
the opinion that if this1 privilege were
taken a way 'congress would not stay
in sessiot'fivo" minutes.
The senator probacy misses' the truth by a
few hours,4 but lie undoubtedly is correct on general principles. Unfortunately this real reform, a brand so
rare in these Rooseveltian days,
stands small chance of being inaugu
rated and the farce of printing
speeches that never woke the echoes
of "listening senates" or any other
legislative halls will continue to the
end of the session, and the session
will be prolonged
until the last
speech has been "delivered," and
then the government will carry tons
of literature to the pleased constituents, many of whom will swell with
pride when they' take It from the post- office and see what a wide oratorical
swath their congressman or senator
is cutting at Washington.
Senator Smith bluntly declares that
if congressmen '' want to make
'
speeches ; for purely political effeai
'"'ft
hall, lhave a
they ought to hire
stenographer present and buy postage stamps with which to send the
speeches "back home."' This is the
worst "heresy" of ail, from the congressional point of view, though it
ought to strlke the average constituent as a pretty sensible proposition.
The Congressional ' Record is very
largely a "record" of what does not
occur and it completely belies Its
name and: the' purpose for which It
was originally ! established. " It has
become a subject for Jest, whereas It
of serious reought to Be worthy
'
gard. There" Is nothing essentially
humorous In spending annually tens
'
of thousands' of dollars of the people's money on 'fakes and frauds
which well informed' people all over
the country know to be such.
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those who know, read and enjoy good
books, is "The Illustrated History of
New Mexico," by Benjamin M. Read,
the Santa Fe historian and man of
letter's. A brief review of the work
'
follows:

UCCESSFUL IN

.

Illustrated History of New
M.

by Benjamin

Mexico,

nizor

Read

This history commences with prehistoric epochs covering all important
historical events from the discovery
of America, the conquest of Mexico,
the discovery, conquest and colonization of New Mexico to, and including
the admission of New Mexico as a
state into the American Union (1912),
the Inauguration of the first state government and the meeting of the first
state legislature (1912). It Is the authentic history of New Mexico, as it.
tias been stated and declared by the
highest authority both In America and
in Europe. Although It presents the
great episodes of our 'history in a logical, forcible and "entertaining language, giving as1 far as possible, the
very language of the explorers and
oonqutetadores as well as the original
source of authority in all other matters narrated, It can be authoritative
ly affirmed that it reads like an all
absorbing romance. It comprises four
books In one volume of over 800 large
pages, profusely Illustrated with rare
and expensive pictures and with pho
tos of many persons who have made,
or helped to make, the history of our
state. Hon. R. E. Twitchell, himself
an authority on New Mexico history,
In a letter to Mr. Read dated July 6,
1912, commenting on this history of
"I have "now read
Mr. Read says:
your book (Illustrated History of New
Mexico) most carefully and, as your
friend of many years, most joyfully
pronounce It to be a Most Superior
production . . .' . In style, composition, arrangement, in fact in every
thing which constitutes excellent historical composition, it reflects great
credit and will stand as a monument
to your 'ability and patriotism, to your
powers of discernment and reflection
along lines In which the true historian excels." The price of the book
Is $10.00
delivered.
Payments received, if desired by subscriber, In
installments. Ten per cent discount
allowed to teachers and educators.
Address:
Benjamin M. Read, Santa

TURKESTAN VARIETY FLOURISHFV U'i FAHM OF W. B.

Turkestan alfalfa is being grown in
Arizona with perfect success and
likely would prove a profitable crop
for New Mexico. The Arizona Gazette of Phoenix publishes the following story of the success of W, B.
Twitchell, brother of Colonel R. E.
Twitchell of this city, in producing
high grade alfalfa on his ranch.
A few days since we learned that
Mr. W. B. Twitchell, who has a rauch.
out In the orange belt up close to
the Arizona canal, was experimenting
with Turkestan alfalfa, and that it
promised to be somewhat superior to
the ordinary variety; so, ever anxious
to learn of something newer and better, we drove out to see Mr. Twitchell. We found that he Is raising
the new alfalfa, and tnat it does
seem to have some charactertlsics
that make it at least interesting and
as it is now quite ready for the second cutting, and as we nave .been
promised more data later we shall
save that for a future story. We
found something else, though, that
was really more Interesting, and that
is a "business farmer," a man who
Is applying the same business
me-tho-

that are necessary in the successful management of any business
and without which the business wouio.
be a failure.
It is a notorious fact
that farmers are poor business men,
and with a great many that Is the
one serious drawback; so wa feel, that
we can well afford to devote some
space for the1 purpose of showing the
advantages of knowing what one
is dong, and some of the saving results from careful management. In
the first place, Mr. Twitchell has
some 120 acres of land that he has
reclaimed from the desert In the
past two years. This land has all
been leveled and put In shape under
his supervision. A correct" and careful account has been kept over each
tract leveled, so. that he knows ex
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actly what it no cost, and as tt
fields have been completed and seedas to " cost
ed, the same records
have been continued, and now when
he is cutting and baling his alfalfa
and keeping tab on the cost of each
separate operation, be Is in a position to know absolutely, with no
guess work, whether It pays or not,
and it Is gratifying to know tftat it
is paying handsomely already with
the new crops of alfalfa that are not
yet near their best. One Uing is the
thorough manner in which aI things
are done. The fields were first carefully leveled so that no low and high
fields
places mar the beauty, of
as ds often the case in, new! lands.
Then the seeding was also carefully
done; the ground was irrigated, then
seed at the rate of twenty pounds per
acre was broadcasted, then dragged
with plank drag, and irrigated when
two or three inches high. On his
soil, which is the gravelly type of
the orange belt, It is necessary to
use water oftener than In the heavier
loam or adobe soils.
They were baling! hay on land
sown In alfalfa a year ago last November; so this was the second crop
of the second season, and was running two tons per acre of clean, nice
alfalfa. Mr. Twitchell had observed
that In raking with a buck rake a
large amount of leaves are knocked
off and lost, so he hauls it to the
baler on a sled or float. One man
loads it and it is unloaded in the usual way of pulling the load against
a chain fastened' to two stakes. One
man and team keeps the baler going,
so the cost Is no more than a buck
rake and the saving on a twenty-fiv- e
acre field, he estimates, is three tons.
He owns his own gasoline baler, and
is saving quite a bit by rts use. He
employs three men all the time, and
most of the extra help is neighbors,
who work and are paid by the hour,
so that they receive somewhat above
the usual price paid to farm hands,
but as they are more reliable it is
good business. Then when their hay
Is ready to bale the whole outfit goes
there and puts up the crop. He is
baling at the rate of fifteen tons in
a
day at a cost for labor of
there ds- no- rush.- Mr.
$18, and
Twitchell says that the valley should
be more careful about' the hay we
ship out, shipping the best grade and
thus establishing a market for the
best hay, and Insuring a good market
at a good price for all time. , And

is good business sore, too. Here
we met the Mutinon brotlitsrs ti' Hie
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New York, An?. 13. Stocks were
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 15-toLola C. Armijo, the present librarian less active and more
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of
indication
wffh
a
under
office
day
duly
and hoWing
appointment by Governor Wil- public' Interest.. Canadian Pacific ai.d
liam J. Mills and the territorial ucoun-ci- tone of its affiliated properties added
now the senate, refusds to tunr to recent gains, but Union Pacific,
W. T. Reading and NeW York Central were
over 'the office to
Hill iswas
who
apolnted by Gov- distinctly heavy at times.
Thornton,
in ore
strenKtli
ernor William C. McDonald ( yester- sues were firm with
to
reflect
seemed
Steel
oCTtificatos.
his
filed
day and who qualified and
bond today. A legal fight whlca.'wpi (the uncertainty attending tariff legis
not be settled this side of the highest lation, but coppers yielded little of
court in the state is promised, those yesterday's rfae. y
Bonds were" steady. Slight fluctuaand) chief
backing Mrs. Armijo,
among them her son, George? W. Ar1 tions in Gourd" issues were the feat
mijo, secretary of the state corpora ure of the noon hour. W abash fours
tion commission,
cpntending that advanced 3 points and Missouri PaThe general met kct
Mrs. Armijo should not recognize any cific broke
appointment of a successor unless was dull and heavy.
The market closed heavy. Prines
the appointment Is duly made by the
governor, and confirmed by the sen- receded to the lowest in the final
ate. Governor Thornton: has not been hour and many important stocks scorconfirmed by the senate for the sim ed losses of a point or more.
The last sales were as follows:
pie reason that the legislature Js not
84
now in session.
Mrs. Victory who Amalgamated Copper
.12$
was appointed by the governor to suc- American Beet Sugar
11-ceed "Mrs.- Armijo, and whose name Atchison
1425
was sent to the' senate for confirma- Great Northern
.11?
tion, was rejected by that body on New York Central
the last day of the session.
Northern Pacific
130,i
Governor McDonald is out of town, Reading .
.....171
11 3
having left yesterday -- for Carizozo, Southern Pacific
and could not be seen today, but it is Union Pacific
l73',4
73
said that he contends that the office United States! Steel '.,
is one that muter the constitution, United States Steel, pfd. ....... 1134
cannot be held by a woman.
George Armijo, son of the present
PIONEER REACHES CENTURY
librarian, makes no secret of the fact
BelleVenue, Neb., Aug. 15. Judge
that he is back of his mother's deter- James Gow of this place will' reach
mination to retain the office If pos- his one hundredth birthday anniversible, and says that he believes that sary tomorrow. It is proposed to cele
the courts will uphold bis contention. brate the occasion with a big picnic
This Is, that since the appointment which will be attended by the many
of Mrs. Armijo was not a recess ap- friends of the centenarian, as well as
pointment, she cannot be succeeded his descendants, who Include six chilby any one who to not appointed by dren, 25 grandchildren, and 19 greatthe governor and confirmed by the grandchildren. Judge Gow was born
senate.
In Schuylerville, r N. Y., August 1,
Governor "Thornton; after qualify- 1812; and came to Iowa In 1854. Later
ing this morning, visited the library, In the same year he located In Belle- but after seeing how the situation vue. For ten years he served as counwas developing, left the capitol. It ty, judge of Sarpy county.

CLOSES

Comforts and Blankets

98c

car-rif;-

notwithstanding the fact that several
were mads
some future time they have promised unsuccessful attempt
to take
the
last
legislature
d
of
iriiig
culture
olive
to tell us something
appointing the librarian
for those who wish to add tiiut to tn the power
the governor, and toraise
many industries which are open to away from
to
$125 a month.
tii
i
of
this
valley.
the ranchers

Special inducements Offered to Make R.ooni For New
Sheets and Pillow Cases

is mm known which side alll take"
the intiVlaiive in testing the fuse, but
d
both side admit i. fu It will he
( ourt.
to the anpn.-Wta tnoatn,
The posifJon pays
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TWICHELL

Fe, N. M.

One of the.' recent contributions to
Senator Smith - of Arizona has a American litml,ure which Is
rapidly
clever and effective scheme for forc finding a place. 'on the shelves of
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63c
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Men's

45 inches Long For 39c

$1.00, $1.23 and $1.50 Men's
Fine SSiirts, 93c
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CELLYS DEFEATED

PERSONALS

THE

Joe Werthetm ot Tucumcarl was in
Las Vegas today on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Prentiss returned
last night from a month's trip to New

01IS

jus-

wool business.
. Mrs. John H.
Clary of El Paso, who
has been In Las Vegas for the past
ten days visiting at the home of her
parents, Dr. and Mrs. J. M. Cunningham, expects to leave tonight for her
home In the Pass City.
of Ner
Miguel A. Otero,
Mexico, passed through Las Vegas
last evening en route from Chicago
to his home in Santa Fe. Mr. Otero
had been in attendance at the Bull
Moose convention in the Windy City.
Miss Nellie Brewer, secretary of the
Bar Association of New Mexico, and
Ht Pierce of Albuquerque were among
the Albuquerque attorneys who tame
in yesterday afternoon to attend the

annual session of the Bar association.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Ilfeld and two
daughters, Miss Ruth Ilfeld and Misis
Beatrice Ilfeld of Albuquerque, who
have been in Las Vegas for the past
two weeks visiting friends and relatives, left this afternoon for Santa
Fe.
Summers Burkhart, a prominent attorney of Albuquerque, came In yefJr
terday afternoon on train No. 10 from
the Duke City to attend the annual
session of the New Mexico Bar
which convened here yesterafternoon.
day
F.. H. Vorhees, the leading photographer of Dallas, Texas, is here for
a visit with his wife and daughter,
who are guests at the home of Mr.
Mr. Vorhees
and Mrs. C H. Baily.
extended
an
from
returned
has Just
coast. He and his
Pacific
the
tripto
Vefamily formerly resided in Las
gas.'
James S. Duncan, Sr., was pleasantly surprised last night when a delegation of his brother Masons, mem
bers of Chapman lodge, called at his
home and presented him with a gold- headed cane, appropriately engraved,
as a token of their esteem. Mr. Duncan was worshipful master of the
and has been a mem
lodge in 1903-0ber of Chapman lodge for 19 years.
The gift was from the present otneers
of the lodge, who made up the deleO. L. Gregory,
gation as follows:
Robert L. M. Ross, W: P. Mills, Guy
M. Carey, George H. Kinkel and N.
O.Herman. Mr. Duncan expects soon
to leave for the Pacific coast where
he will spend the winter.
4

m

CGXSEESS

1

In the bowling tournament held last
night in the Elks' new club house, the
Kelly: team defeated the Barnes aggregation! im nil three games.
The
first game was:wo,u by a score of 665
to 619;. the second game, 799 to 582,
and pe third game 678 to 593. The
total number of points scored by the

Aug. 15 Senate: Convened at 10 a, m.
Agreed to vote at 4 p. m. Fridaf
on Works resolution for a constitutional amendment providing a six
year term for president.
Senator Pomereue proposed an
amendment to extend interstate commerce act to cover natural gas pipe

lines.

.

by Senator Penrose pre
vented agreement to act on measure
restricting campaign contributions of
Objection

corporations.
Conference report on sugar bill re
porting complete disagreement was

presented.

Passed resolution indorsing south
KalljJ iqudiitetter was 2,142, while that
of their ;Sjppom&hts was 1,794 or 348 ern commercial congress commission
t
to investigate rural credit systems in
leSS.
j ;
To! Dr.'fC. iS. Losey a member of Europe.
Senator Bacon introduced bill to
the 'Kelly teams 'goes the honor of making t)ie high score, that of 238, which prevent use of American troops
is the highest ever rolled on the al- abroad while congress is in session,
leys.: B, W.. Kelly made a score of without its consent. .,
Passed house resolution for inves
175, which waa the second highest of
the evening.
tigation of patent office.
.
Senator Pomerene attacked Attor
The defeat of last evening has not
killed1 the confidence of the Barnes ney General Wickersham for failure
team, as, following the match, the to prosecute Standard oil and Amer
losers challenged the Kelly team to ican Tobacco companies.
Passed house bill to create a com
another three game tournament. This
on industrial relations.
mission
contest, will be staged next Wednesto vote at 4 p. m. on bill
Agreed
day night
The, individual scores of the con to make fur seal treaty eft ective.
Campaign funds investigating comtests are as follows: First game, Kel
ly's team, M. Henriquez 121, C. H. mittee decided to request George W.
Bailey, 114; E. E. Johnson, 144; Dr. Perkins, to testify regarding his con,
C. S. Losey, 160, Kelly 126. Barnes' tributions to 1904 and 1908 republi
team, Trumbull, 140; Dr. F; R. Lord, can funds.
Convened at noon.
House:
100; E. A. Perry, 137; Hoke 100; F.
resolution ex
Passed emergency
E. Barnes 142. Second game, Kelly's
team, Henriquez 135;
Baily 167; tending appropriations until Septem
Johnson 141; Losey 238; Kelly 118; i'ber 1.
Agreed to conference report on
Barnes' team, Trumbull
138; Lord
113; Perry 77; Hoke 133; Barnes 121. pension approbation bill.
Executive, legislative and judicial
Third game, Kelly's team, Henriquez
133; Baily 108; Johnson 158; Losey appropriation bill returned by Presi
dent Taft with his veto because of
104; Kelly 175; Barnes' team, Trumbull 107; Lord 116; Perry 112; Hoke elimination of commerce court and
civil service tenure provisions.
112; Barnes 146.
The match was witnessed by a
large crowd of the members of Las
SOLD MORTGAGED GOODS.
Vegas lodge NOi 408 B. P. O. Elks and
Santa
Fe, N. M., Aug. 15. Mount
their families, and great interest was
Lambert at Cim
ed Policeman C.
shown among the spectators in the
and is hold
under
arrest
has
arron,
games. The Elks and their families
who is charg
are invited to ajfctend'the next match ing one Harry Littrell,
with disposing of mortgaged prop
which should prove even more excit- ed
It is alleged that Littrell mort
erty.
will
as
Barnes
the
aggregation
ing,
a wagon and some horses to
gaged
be out for revenge and will do their
different
two
persons, and then' sold
evenof
last
victors
to
the
defeat
best
to
a saloonkeeper named
outfit
the
;
ing.
Before he left
Friends of ' the losers claim that Davis at Cimarron.
saloonthe dfeal
After,
the
however,
stage flight waa their 'downfall, but
this should not effect 'them on their was closed, he sat in a gambling
resecond appearance and they should game, and lOBt the ?500 he tad
all bowf in their usual style. How- ceived for his outfit. Hearing that
sold his team, the persons to
ever, stage fright fright or not, the he had
members of the Kelly team are con whom he had mortgaged it, had aim
wife and
fident that they can turn the trick arrested, and the prisoner's
mounted
are
the
after
friends
police
Wed
next
decided
will
be
again. This
to arrest Davis for conducting a
night.
nesday
gambling house. That's the present
status of the affair, vntil Oaptaln
OBSERVES MASSCRE DAY..
Fornoff arrives tonight from
Fred
15.
Chicago
Chicago, 111., Aug.
turned back the pages of her history the south. He may make a trip there
todaji and commemorated the one to investigate the situation.
Policeman J. H. McMounted
hundredth anniversary of the Fort
' has
been sent to Villa
Dearborn massacre, from which Hughes
event dates the real beginning of the Qrande not far from Cerrillos, to
'Ir--

.

'

.

career of the western metropolis.
The celebration included a sham naval attack onthe city, a reception to
descendants of tha pioneers and exer
cises under the Joint auspicfes of the
Chicago Historical society, the society of the war of 1812 and the
United States Daughters of 1812.
Fort Dearborn, located near the
mouth of the Chicago river, was built
in 1805 under the superintendence of
Major John Whistler. At the beginning of the second war with Great
Britain the fort was occupied by Captain Nathan'Heald, with a garrison of
54 men,
Upon orders from General
Hull it was evacuated on August 15,
1812. Immediately after the Indians
burned the fort and began a massacre of the garrison and the residents
that had
of the little settlement
of
sprung up near the fort. A total
39 men, two women and twelve chil'
dren-' were slaitf before the Indians
were driven off.
of Tipton, who has
'been in Las Vegas during the past
week, rf turned home this afternoon.
S. Kandaii of Albuquerque came
in this afternoon on a short business

trip,

atCaptain W. C, Reid, who was in
of
tha
session
annual
tendance at the
New Mexico Bar association yester,

investigate a charge that the river
is being dynamited for fish.
George E. Ellis, Jr., of Albuquer
que, has been engaged to work on
the force under the state engineer.
State Engineer French left tonight
for San Miguel county, there to con
fer with persons Interested in the
Urton Lake project.
Joe Taylor, capltol custodian, is
the father of a bouncing, boy, which
'
arrived yesterday.
Mounted Policeman J. W. Collier
and his prisoner, O. E. McClain, are
expected in Santa Fe tonight from
Colorado, where McClain was arrest
ed charged with forgery, committed
while he was employed by former
State Engineer Charles D. Miller.
'

PEACE MAY COME.
Vienna, Aug. 15 It is officially
announced that the Austrian foreign
minister,' Count von Berchthold is
sounding the powers as to the advi
ability of encouraging Turkey in her
presnnt policy pot decntralizatlon, arguing that coiid Turkey be induced
to grant the reasonable reforms desired by the Servians, Bulgarians and
races, it would
other Macedonian
pave a way for peace between Italy
and Turkey.

MEETING OF HOTEL MEN
day and, Joday,, returned to his homs
In Roswell this afternoon.
Aberdeen, Wash., Aug. 15. More
Clarence J. Robert, chief Justice than one hundred hotel proprietors
of the supreme court of New Mexico, i
managers gathered in Aberdeen
came in yesterday afternoon from the t'oday for the annual meeting of the
Capital City to attend the session of Vi'ashlngton State Hotel Men's asso- the State Bar association.
cijatinn. The meeting will last three
d:jys. The program provies for visits
The Las Vegag lodge of the Loyal SPECIAL RATES AT HARVEY'S-Fo- r toyiioquiam and other nearby points,
parties remaining one month or in (addition to the business sessions
Order of Moose, will meet in regular
Bunion tonight in the Woodmen of through the season. Address Harvey's ana annual banquet m tuts city.
the World hall. Following the busi- Ranch, city, or call at Cutler Bros.'
i
614 Lincoln avenue.
papers for sale. Optic office
ness meeting there will be a smoker.
e
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GD0SEN HEAD CANKERS

OF BAH ASSOCIATION

'

eoiEns

'

TODAY

Washington,

York.
J. W. Bowden a commercial man of
Raton, was in Las Vegaa today on CONTEST AT ELKS' CLUB LAST
NIGHT WITNESSED BY
business.
LARGE CROWD
Richard H. Hanna of Santa Fe,

tice of the supreme court, came in
yesterday.
John W. Harris, Jr arrived last
night from Arkansas for a short visit
With his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Harris.
The Ladies' Aid society of the First
Baptist church will serve chicken
dinner at the church Friday evening,
beginning at 5:30 .
Dr. A. E. North-wooand A, O. Jah
ren of Wagon Mound, come In last
evening from their homes and were
visitors in Las Vegas today,
Mrs. W. E. Eastman, wife of Santa
Fe Conductor W. E. Eastman, left
last night on train No. 2 for Illinois
on an extended visit with .relatives.
G. W. Heinz, of Boston will pass
through Las Vegaa tonight on train
No. 2 In private car Commonwealth
en route from Los Angeles to Boston.
Carl Christofferson came in yester--da-y
afternoon from the holdings of the
Topeka Mica Mining company near
RIbera, for a short visit In Las Ve'
gas.
Mrs. Tom Kade, who has beei
in Las Vegas, the guest of J. C.
Rolando, for the past two months,
left last night for her home in Blnbee
'
Ariz.
F. L. Myers, Santa Fe division superintendent, passed through Lai Vegas last evening on a special train
en route from Trinidad to Domingo,
the scene of the freight wreck
Judge William ,H. Pope and party
came in last night from Santa fe
Judge Pope was one
by automobile.
of the speakers at the session of the
State Bar association last night.
Wallace N. Watson, clerk In the
Santa Fe dispatchers' office, tv.IU
leave tomorrow on train No. 10 on a
vacation trip into Colorado. Mr. Watson will visit Denver and nearby sum
mer resorts.
Lawrence Meld, son of Louis II- feld of Albuquerque, who has been in
Laa Vegas for the past ten daya, left
laat night on the Chicago Limited for
Boston, where he is employed In the

1

'
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SILVER CITY MAN HONORED BY
THE LEGAL LIGHTS OF THE
NEW STATE

DURANGO CAPITALISTS DISCOURAGED LOCAL INVESTORS
BY REQUEST.

At the annual, election of officers of
the New Mexico Bar
association,
which was held this afternoon, W. B.
Walton of Sliver City was chosen
president, and MIbs Nellie C. Brewer,
who has served as secretary and treasurer for the past three years, was reelected to that office.
The following vice presidents were
elected: First district, F. C. Wilson,
:Santa Fe; Second district, Felix Lester, Albuquerque; Third district, H,
B. Holt, Laa Cruces; Fourth district,
L. C. Ilfeld, Las Vegas; Fifth district,
W. E Rogers, Roswell; Sixth district,
Ralph C. Ely, Deming; Seventh dis
trict, A. M. Dougherty,
Socorro;
Eighth district, O. T. Toombs, Clay-

Denver, Colo., Aug. 15. That L. L.
Aitken had told him that in the event
that Ward Darley did not succeed in
raising cash for his projected sugar
factory at Durango, Colo., Darley
would have to come to the interests
Aitken represented, meaning as Mr.
Tulley took it, the "sugar trust";
that Aitken was in close relations
with Charles Boettcher of the Great
Western Sugar company
and that
Aitken had telephoned A. P. Camp
of the First National bank of Durango telling him to head off the Darley

ton.

"

At this afternoon's session, a com
mittee of three, composed of F. C,
Wilson of Santa Fe, S. B. Davis, Jr.,
of Las Vegas and Summers Burkhart
of Albuquerque, was appointed to draw
up a bill on taxation which will be
voted on by the association meeting
in January, and will be recommended to the legislature for passage.
By a resolution adopted this after
noon the selection of the various committees of the association will be
made by the president instead of by
the associatiou-at-large- ,
as has been
the custom in the past. The selec
tion of three delegates to the meet
ing of the National Bar association
was also left to the president Delegates to the meeting of the American
Bar association were elected as folWilliam J. Mills,
low:
of Laa Vegas; Senator T. B. Catron
of Santa Fe, and Captain W. C. Reid
of Roswell.
According to the report of the secretary, the association now numbers
168, an increase of 27 over a year ago.
The association is also in good financial condition. :.
At this morning's session Francis C.
Wilson addressed the association on
the subject of "Taxation and Equali
zation in New Mexico," and W. C.
Reid, of Roswell, spoke on the sub
ject of "Railroad Rate Legislation."
Summers Burkhart made an address

project because the Great Western
company desired that field for itself,
was the gist of tha testimony- - given
today by Thomas H. Tulley in what
is thought to be the last day of the
hearing in the government suit to
dissolve the alleged "sugar trust."
When M. .Tulley flr
took the
stand he announced that he had decided to answer the questions he had
refused to yesterday on the ground
that he could find no attorney who
would advise him against testifying
In a government suit.
Counsel for
the Great Western company formal
ly objected, to Tulley's testimony, bu
stated that the defense did so without advising the witness as to wheth
er or not he should answer.
Tulley further testified that Aitken
had told him the Boettcher people
planned three factories for the Duran
go district and that there would be
no trouble in Durango's getting a fac
tory once the DaiTey project was out
of the way. J. L. McNeil, vice presi
dent of the First National bank of
Durango, was called to present a cer
tified copy of a report made by him
and others to the Durango chamber
of commerce against the Darley pro
Mr.
ject. McNeil testified that
Boettcher was a director and stock
holder in the Durango bank.
J. M. Clay of Durango testifiad to
what Tulley . had told him nt th
Mr. Tulley
conversations between
and Mr. Aitkin. The first witness
for the defense was L. L. AitRen. He
admitted hav;ng had conferences
with Mr. Boet:3her, but said that
they were purely to interest Mr
Boettcher in th9 genaral iae lopment
of the Durango district end that no
reference was made in any confer
ence to the Darley project" Aitken
denied having called up the Durango
bank peole and instructed them to
put a damper on the Darley project.
He also denied making the state
ments that Mr, Tulley attributed to

at the afternoon session on the topic,
"Procedure Before the State Corporation Commission,
and the address of
H. M. Hervey, ,.the retiring president,
on ' "Reform in practice and Proce- dre," was read to the association. Mr.
Hervey bing absent.
Owing to the fact that many of the
visiting attorneys will be unable to
remain in Las Vegas tonight the an him.
nual banquet of the association has
PLANT EXPERIMENTS.
bean called off.
Washington, Aug, 15. The United
At the opening session of the as
sociation yesterday afternoon Her States department of agriculture is
bert W. Clark of this city, assistant looking for plant enthusiasts to aid
United States attorney Elfego Baca in the work of experimenting with
of Albuquerque, and O. A. Larrazolo the thousands of new varieties of
plants brought to these
of this city, were elected to member foreign
shores annually by the bureau of
ship. Stephen B. Davis, Jr., of Las
introduction. Davis Fairchild,
Vegas, United States attorney, was plant'
chosen a member of the association In charge of the work, is preparing
to send out from the government ex
at the evening session,
farm at Chico Calif., a
In the afternoon William H. Pope periment
nnmber of young plants. But
large
of Santa Fe, judge of the federal
will be sent only, he declared, to
court of New Mexico, gave a learned they
those people who can prove to the
address on "(Federal Procedure,
government that they are genuinely
Judge Pope showed himself to have a interested in
experimenting carefully
thorough understanding of his sub with
the plants, to help determine
ject and dealt with every phase of their
possible' value for turther intro
his topic in a manner that proved
duction into various sections of the
interesting and instructive
Colonel R. E.' Twitchell, the well country.
hisknown historian of this city, made , Rainproof cards, giving name,
tory and known characteristics, will
the address of the evening, his sub
be attached to each specimen, and
ject being "The History of New Mex the
experimenter will be expected to
ico." In his remarks Colonel Twitch.
inform the government of the results
ell dealt principally with the part
'
of his work.
that law and attorneys have playsd
in the history of the state. He menIT WAS MURDER.
tioned the great lawyers of the state,
Colombia, Aug. 15. The in
Bogota,
giving interesting stories of and ininto the death of William
cidents of their lives, proving his vestigation
E. McMaster, the United States vice
statements that some of the great
est men intthe state had bee'n jfnem- - con8u jatrCartgena, whqse body
withljiofats found' a feV mfles
bers of the legal profession.
outBide ot that city on Monday, has
Colonel Twitchell made the state
ment that in the seventies and eight proved without doubt that he, wfmurdered. No clews ast to tee peiies New Mexico bad been represented
of the crime,' which was
in the profession7 by some of the petrators
with Mr. McMaster was
committeed
men
in the country, this
shrewdest
on a hunting trip, have been discov
being proven by the records of the
ered.
courts.
Colonel Twitchell's address
waa Interesting in the extreme, and
it was easy to understand after his LOS ANGELES HAS BIRTHDAY
talk, why he is known as the best
Los "Angeles, Calif., Aug. 15. Los
informed man in the state on this Angeles today celebrated' the One
history of New Mexico.
Hundred and Thirty-firs- t'
anniversary
Following the evening session the of its founding" by the Spaniards. It
vjsiting attorneys were the guests of was on August 15, 1781, thatj Felipe
the local members of the association de Neve, governor of Alta California,
at a smoker in the Commercial club came from the San Gabriel mission
rooms, where the sessions are being to the Indian village of Yang-nand
held. After the smoker the visiting gave to" the settlement the name of
members of the bar were escorted to El Pueblo de Nuestra
la
Senora,
the Elks' new club house, where they Reina de los Angeles the Imposing
witnessed the final game of the bowl- title, translated into English, meaning tournament, and were shown ing the Town of Our Lady, the Queen
through the building.
of the Angels.

-
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IS
SENATE
IN
INTERESTED
WHAT HE GAVE TO, CAM1(,
.
PAIGN FUNDS.'..."

Washington, Aug. 15. The' senate
committee
investigating ,( campaign
expenditures will request George .W.
Perkins of New York to testify about
his contributions to the., presidential
funds of 1904 and 19,q8.,.r Whether
Mr. Perkins will be cailei to Washington Immediately
depnds on the
plans for the adojurnment of con.
gress.
'

POMERENE

argue:

DAfinov

IS PERSISTENT.

15. Senator
Aug.
Washington,
Pomerene'B resolution, directing Attorney General Wickersham to bring
criminal proceedings against officers
of the Standard Oil and American
Tobacco companies was forced to a
place on the senate calendar today
after a short filibuster and a sharp
fight during which Mr. Pomerene declared Attorney General Wickersham
"had failed to do his duty." ( '
Senator Sutherland of Utah opposed the resolution, declaring that it
was outside the function of congress
and saying ifv the attorney general
knew the statutes had been violated
and had failed to prosecute, the procedure should be for the house to institute Impeachment proceedings.' The
opponents of the resolution finally
forced its reference to the calendar.

EDITORS AT ANACONDA
Anaconda, Mont, .Aug. 15. Anaconda extended a cordial welcome today to the newspaper publishers and
,

editors gathered from all over, the
state for the annual meeting of the
Montana Press association,.. The sessions, will continue three days, with.
President O. M. Danstrum of Helena,
presiding. Needed legislation is to
form the principal topic, of discussion.

I

0!'i

HIS

DEFEfi
(Continued

IE

From Page One)'

even pass to
rlngton's brow and will
'
his descendants."
Declaring that if the National EreC"
tors' association was foul enough W
plan a "dictagraph trap" it was cap
able of plotting the bribery of Juror
Lockwood, Darrow. placed that crime
upon the shoulders of the eastern
manufacturers, as a part of the con
spiracy to ruin him.

Passing to the chief line of defense
lack of motive for bribing a Juror
when the
"peace negotiations" were all but completed Darrow spoke feeling of the testimony
of Lincoln Steffens and the philosophic utterances on the stand of
the writer. He asserted that Steffens'
philosophy was a step in the right
rection; that the working man Is the
foundation
of civilization and that
only by aiding and uplifting those
who work could the world be made
better.
ROOSEVELT IN NEW ENGLAND.
Boston, Mass., Aug. 15. Massachusetts' progressives are planning for
a rousing welcome to Colonel Roosevelt when he comes here next Sat-- ,
urday to address a mass meeting at
the Point of Pines. The meeting will
be attended by leading representatives of the new party in Maine, New
Hampshire and other New England
states. An effort probably will be
made to induce Colonel Roosevelt to
and Maine, which
visit Vermont
states hold their elections early next
month and the results of which are
regarded as of much importance
of the effect they may bars
upon the general election In Novem
ber.
bj-cau-

SEE! This
fine Dinne
if
Set for 5 Coupons from
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH
AND

REGULAR RETAIL. VALUB, SIS.OO
purchased several carloads of this beaotlfol dinner-warand mr
large aporoOMe enabled the manufacturer to give as bu exclusive dasltra
nd very low price. We are charglm? part of the cost to "advertising
and only ask yon to pay a percentage of the actaal coat of the
expense."
Set. 11 18 Of a beautiful "CoainoA" design and rtnnnt hA HimllMntAri in
.""a ..,
in any idhui vmuit nirtjra. It-- in m.Hinll K h.th
'
j"""-lie manufacturer
and ourselves.
There Irt a prtnnnn iri cvni-- atinlr nf T.A nAlmia.a mnn
oAn
Coupons and $j.90 In cash, draft, pot-ta- l
or express money
and we will
Twiiu
uiie oi tnese ueautiiui seis oy ireignt. Addressorder,
and recoupons
to
mittance
The China Department of the X.arabee Flour Mills Company
Kansas. Be sure to write your name and address plainly,
ttujoninson,
xue coupons in lukabiskd Flour are also good for Botrers SUTerwara
ana other
valuable premiums Ask (or descriptive circular.

ju

EMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-Goo-MILLED
Flour that makes Baking

GERMAN-

d"

f

a Delight

ALL GROCERS

f

?

Trr a Sack You'll'Like

it.

'
Jefferson Raynolds President
Reynolds Vice President
HalFett Reynolds Cashier
..:
r
tr:
Ci.nkA D
j
a. trio none A33t ca s tiler
.(.oyucni u. iavia vma rresKieiu
;

ED.

'(,.,

a

.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

tii-dle'- d

a

Capital", $100,000' Surplus, and Undivided

Profits $3;6oo

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

:fi L

AHO 17 & & B

ullliiiillt

NUT

LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
'hsmmMslnai

I
I

,

.

r

SIX

LAS VEGAS DAILY

Business,,
Director v
GttlTiinL

To-wi- t:

i

u

07 EL

n.

FLIHT, Prop
Cor. Grandand Douglas Ave.
Sast Las Vegas, N. M.7.

Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following
estray animal was taken up by
S. L. Fisher, El Porvenlr, N. M.
One ted cow 2
years,
spotted red and white.
Branded
RJ PD
'
On left ribs
,
to
this
Said animal being unknown
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Aug. 26, 1912, eald date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.

,

"

SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
CATTLE

I

LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIEHL, Propietor

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Wm. K. Jones, Gallup, N. M.
One black mare and colt,
9'00 lbs., 14 years, right hip knocked

416 Grand

Ave
Phone Main 447

Battery Charging Station
Automobiles or Hire

To-wi- t:

down.

A.

Branded
PS
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement eald estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.

II. Lorenzen

Carriage Manufacturer,
General Blacksmithing,
Carriage Painting
DEALER

IN-H-

SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912,
CATTLE

eavy

Hardware and
Wag-o-

Material

PETER P. MACKEL

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Anlcito Mestas de Montoya,
Santa

HOUSE AND 6IGN PAINTING
CrXtZ, N. M.
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
t:
One red with white face
and Glazing.
mare, 4 years, 800 lbs.
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
Branded
H
(Teat Side Plaza . . . . Old Town
On left shoulder
To-wi-

H. C. YOUNG
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED

Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being

days after last appearance of this

10

lock and Ounsmith Bicycle and advertisement eald estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
General Repairing
owner when found.
E. Las Vegas
Street
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
520-6t- h

Albuquerque,
1st pub. Aug.

AufomohileCarriagje

6,

N. M.

last ipub.Aug.16, 1912.

fcV

Eatray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de
N. 0. HERMAN
scribed estray animal was taken un by
Juan Ortiz, Villa Nueva, N. M.
429 . Grand Ave
One red horse 4 or 3 years.
400 lbs.
Branded
M
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
NEWLY REMODELED
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
Private Baths and Lavatories 10 days after last appearance of this
Stea.a Heat Private Telephones advertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
Rates $2.50 per day and up
'owner when found.

SIGH PA tU TING

To-wi- t:

Urn
tn

PLAZA HOTEL

AMERICAN PLAN
Special Rates by Week or;Menth

SHUMATE'S

STUDIO

ON THE PLAZA

CATTLE

SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
t

.

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Wm. French, Cimarron, N. M.
One white mare 10 years,
700 lbs.
Branded
To-wi- t:

Successor to Geo. E. Waterman

'

he Very Latest in Photography
,

Mexican and Indian Curios

Navajo, Chimayo and Mexican Blankets

Telephone Main 224.
A"'W,'t

P
I

jTWa i; I..

m

mm

II

1

feet

10

!

advertisement aaid estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Said animal being unknown to this
Albuquerque, N. M.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or 1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being

10 days after last appearance of this
eatray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
advertisement, said stray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the may cbncern that the following deowner when found.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Wm. French, Cimarron, N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
"
One brown horse, 15 years,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Jst pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 191'J, S00 lbs.
Branded ,
On left hip
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
Said animal being unknown to this
may concern that the following de- Board, unless claimed
by owner on or
scribed estray animal was taken up by before
Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
Aniclto Mestos de Montoya, Santa 10
days after last appearance
Cruz, N. M.
j
advertisement said estray will be sold
One red female horse, 3 by this Board for the benefit of
the
years, 600 lbs.
owner when found.
7
Branded
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
On left hip
Maa
Albuquerque, N. M.
Said animal being unknown to this 1st
pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
Eatray Advertisement
10 days after last appearance of this
Notice is hereby given to whom it
advertisement eald eistray will be sold may concern that the following deby this Board for the benefit of the scribed estray animal was taken up by
owner .when found.
Dan McSherry, Dwyer, N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
One red ball face bull, 3
Albuquerque, N. M.
years old, 4 feet high.
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912,
Branded
On; left shoulder
Estray Advertisement
Said animal being unknown to this
Notice Is hereby given to whom It Board, unless claimed
by owner on or
may concern that the following de before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
scribed estray animal was taken up by 10 days after last
appearance of this
Manuel Vigil, Santa Cri::., N. M.
advertisement said estray will be sold
One Mexican pony, 300 by this Board Tor the benefit of the
lbs., 4 or 6 years.
owner when found.
Branded
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
On left shoulder
Albuquerque, N. M.
Said animal being unknown to this 1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
Board; unless claimed by owner on or
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
Estr.y Advertisement
10 days after last appearance of this
Notice is hereby given to whom It
advertisement, said estray will be sold may concern that the fallowing de
by this Board for the benefit of the scribed estray animal was taken up by
owner when found.
Esplridlon Lucero, Pecos, N. M.
One small sorrel mare, 7
CATTLE SANITARY, BOARD,
or 8 years, 650 lbs.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Branded
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
r""
On left hip
LiJ
Said animal being unknown to this
Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it Board, unless claimed by owner on or
may concern' that the followlnar de. before ug. 26, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of thia
scribed estray animal was taken up
by
wm. Gallagher, Ellzabethtown. N. M. advertisement, said estray will be sold
One small light bay mare by this Board for the benefit of the
white strip in face, 14 hands high, 650 owner when found. CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
lbs., 3 years old and unbroken.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Branded"
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
On left thigh
J
Branded
Estray Advertisement
On right thigh
Notice is hereby given t whom It
Said animal being unknown to this
may concern that the following de
Board, unless claimed by owner on or scribed
estray animal was taken, up by
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date
being P. H. Miller, Mountalnalr, N. M.
10 days after last appearance of thi
One light bay mare, with
advertisement said estray will be sold dark
8 years old, 650 lb3., wire
feet
by this Board for the benefit of the cuts on
right aide.
owner when found.
Branded
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
On left jaw
Albuquerque. N. M.
Branded
1st Pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
L. j
On left hip
Said
to
unknown
animal
this
being
t8tray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom ft Board, unless claimed by owner on or
may concern
that the following de before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
scribed stray animal was taken up by 10 days after last appearance of this
Wm. K. Jones, East Las Vegas. N. M. advertisement said estray will be sold
One gray mare three years by this Board for the benefit of the
old, weight about 750 pounds, about owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
iz hands high.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Branded
1st
6,
last
Aug.
pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
pub.
On loft hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Eatray Advertisement
Board, unless claimed by owner on nr
Notice is hereby given to whom it
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date
being
iu nays after last anpearanca of tM may concern that the following deadvertisement, said estray will be Bold scribed estray aalmal was taken up by
by this. Board for the benefit of the Aniclto Mestos de Montoya, Santa
M.
To-wi- t:

j

To-wi-

mm

On

left

shoulder

j

m

Good old Ice man! How anxiously
we waltcn for him If somebody Is 111
or there Is a party on and the icecream Is not made! You're doubly
anxious, however, if it's our ice you're
waiting on for you know we handle
only the best You also know that
our delivery of ice is prompt and that

you won't have to wait There's a
isn't
pleasure in K hat knowledge,
there?,
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone Main 227

To-wi- t:

,

To-wl- t:

.

To-wi- t:

p'!

To-wi- t:

FJ

Branded
On left hip
I J
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or owner when found.
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
10 days after last appearance of this
Albuquerque. N. M.
advertisement said estray will be Bold 1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub.
Aug. 16,, 1912.
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
.
Eatray Advertisement
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
- Albuquerque, N. M.
may concern that the following de1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
scribed estray animal was taken nn tT
Southwestern Agrl. Corporation, Los
Estray Advertisement
N. M.
Notice Is hereby given to whom it Lunas,
One sorrel male horse 15
demay concern that the

following
850 lbs.
scribed estray animal was taken up by years,
F. R, Bisby, Hurley, N. M.
On left hip
I
One dark red cow, 8 years,
v saio animal being unknown to this
800 lbs.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Branded
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date beine
On left ribs
10
days after last appearance of this
'
Branded
advertisement, said estray will be sold
On left hip
by this Board for the benef't of the
Said animal being unknown to this owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Board; unless claimed by owner on or
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
Albuquerque, N. M.
10 days after last
appearance of this 1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
advertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912. Charence Ford, Alma, N. M.
One 2 year old heifer, red.
white face, 700 lbs.
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it Branded
,
On left ribs
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up bj
Said aniiril being unknown to this
Southwestern Agricultural Cor., Los Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Lunas, N. M.
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
One roan mare,
white 10 days after last appearance of this
'

Li

To-wi- t:

Cruz, N.

One black horse 1
years,
lbs.
Branded
f"""l
L
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
To-wi- t:

400

J

owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
I 1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.

To-wl- t:

To-wl- t:

Mr. W. S. Gansalus, a farmer living
Bear Fleming, Pa., says he has used
Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera and Di
arrhoea Remedy In his family for fourteen years, and that he has found it to
te an excellent remedy, and takes
In recommending It. For
plfMiUire
ea!o by all dealers.

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
ALWAYS HANDLED

THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE

WANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN LOOSE

A

COLUMN
FOR

CLASSIFIED
TISEMENT

ADVER

v

,

A. F.

'n

,

...

broth-- f

A are cordially invited

Invite.

N. O. Herman, W. 11; B. R. Murray
'

Chancellor

'uier.

-

A

Five

cents per line each Insertion.
Eatlmate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy leas space than two

1

PYTHUS Meet!
rvery aionaay mrm
ring In Ceetle Hal),
hlunr Knights art

OF

munication
tbird Thursday la each

NO.

LODGE

DOHADO

:

f

.

com
first and

Secretary.

Ret-a'-j,ul-

B.

corder.

Keeper

'A

and Seal,

P. O. ELKS
Meets, second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
brothers are cordially invited. P.
D. McElroy, Exalted
Condon, Secretary.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. , ROYAL
eonvoca- ARCH MASONS--smlatloa trat Moaday la each

Harrr

if.ni.t rider.

Miir"n,
Record

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
line. All advertls menta charged
Tms
conclave aeoos
will be booked at space actually sat, V,
at'Ma- day In each aunt
without regard to number of words. sonio Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D.
Cash In advance preferred.
Tamine. Re
Boucher, S. C; Cha

Ruler.

D. W.

;

)r

...... Mwjfr,

'4

jpm

ft

ItMll

OPTIC'8

NUMBER, MAIN

.

Wanted
WANTED A girl for general housework. Apply 1100 Seventh street

For nla

0

721

Fifth street

at tilaaoale

ple,

T:S

at

p. m.

O. Geo. H.

Secretary. Phons Hals 82,
Graad avenue.

O. R. O.

BROTHERHOOD

NO.

RENT Furnished rooms and J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541,
I. O. of B. B. Meets
two conne.ntu
every firei
rooms fo- - light
of
the
in
Tuesday
month
the veetrj
housekeeping. Call 619 Twelfth St
rooms of Teingple Monterflore at S
Phone Mali 151
o'clock . m. Vlsitlna brothers are
"
invited
FOR RENT Two room furnlsnad
cordially
Isaac Appel
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
house. 921 Lincoln avenue.'

retary.

Entray Advertisement
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC
Notice Is hereby given to whom It .NO. 804. Meets second and four
may concern that the following deThursday in O. R. C. hall. Pione .
scribed estray animal was taken up by
building. Visiting members are c
T. L. Capt, Albuquerque, N. M,
dlally Invled. Peter Emenaker, G.
One sorrel horse.
K., Richard Devine, F. S.
Branded
On right thigh
I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
1. Meets every
Branded
Monday evening a:
On left thigh
their h&'l on Sixth street All visit
ing brethren cordially Invited to at
w ""
Branded
tend. , J . D. Fridanstlne, N. G.;
un nacic part of thighs
L..J Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood
Said animal being unknown to this
Secretary; Karl Werts, Treasurer
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tueo
advertisement, said estray will be sold
day evenings each month, at Wood
by this Board for the benefit of the
man hall. Visiting Brothers cot
owner when found.
invited to attend. A. U
dlally
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, Se
Albuquerque. N. M.
retary.
1st
6, last
1912.
To-wl- t:

pub. Aug. 16,

-- RETAIL

orMor'' E--

pro-oer- lv

Hav fever and asthma

"

Ibe.
Ibe.

owner when found.
"Were all medicine
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
as Chamberlain's. Colin rhnian, n
M.
..
..
I
I
N.
Tl
Albuquerque,
uianuuen, nemeay tne world wouli
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912. be much better off and the
percental
of suffering reatly decreased,"
write;
Lindsay Scott, of Temple, Ind. Fo
Everybody reads Tie Optlo.
an
saie Dy
dealers.
.

4

No. 10.

No.

9:U

:ia

p. m..
05 p m..
1:16 a. m
1:45 p. m

.

p.

11:10 t
1:25 a. m
.. 2:10

1 1

.

WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m.......l:45 p. m
..6:15 p.
.....6:10 a. m
4:40 p. m.......4:50 p.
7:00 f. as
.6:35 p. m

......

$100 REWARD $100

The readers of this paper will be
pleared to learn that there is at least
one dread disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh, being a constitutional disease, requires a
constitutional treatment Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease,
and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its work. The proprietors have so much faith in Its enr
ative powers that they offer One Hundred Dollars for any case that it fails
to cure. Send for list of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all drugsts, 75c

Take Hall's Family Pills for

const!-pation-

Robert W. Herter, Lawrenceville,
had been bothered with kidney trouble for two years, says: "I
tried three different kinds of kidney
pills but with no relief. My neighbor
told me to use Foley Kidney Pills, I
took three bottles of them, and got a
permanent cure. I recommend them
to everybody."
O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store.

;
A. S.

Jones, of the Lee Pharmacy,
Chlco, Cal., who has handled Foley &
Co's medicines for many years, says:
"I consider that Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound has no eaual. and la th
one cough medicine I can recommend
as containing no narcotics or other
harmful properties." The reniifnA tn
a yellow package. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store.

PRICES

'""r ................
--

tec aer 1M
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lk,
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Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purit
and Lasting: Qualities of Which Have' Made Las
Vejras
Fameus Office 701 Doug-laAvenue

ANT Ad.
Are Best

Market Finder s
Classified ads. search out thejpeople to whom-am- on
al
of those Vho MIGHT BUY-- the
particular thine; is Worth moat.
That property you want to sell isJWORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this
newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.

Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
'
ussfd machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness
of any
ort, and musical instruments.
As th classified ads. are read
by all passible buysrs, of a
possible sons of thinys, they hava come to be the finders of the

best markets!

.

Mo., who

AGUA PDRA COMPAlNY

-

ing case of kidney trouble. His back
pained and he was bothered with head- aches and dizzv snails. "T tnrlr UV,low
Kidney Pills just as directed and In a
tew aays 1 reit much better. My life
and strength semeed to come back,
and I sleep well. I am now all over
my trouble and glad to recommend Foley Kidney Pills." Try them. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

I

Mw

To-wi- t:

D. C. Bybee. teaming contractor liv
ing at bt reeling Court, Canton, III.,
is now well rid of a severe and annoy-

No.

No.
No.,

to 2JK lbs, E.eh Dellvry
te 1.MSS Ibe Eact, Delivery
Mt
K,oh
Lee. Than 6 lbs. Each Delivery
1,&S

Mn

A8T SOUND

...

FOR

!l'i(.

A

at Law.
New

Arrive

120

every Monday night at
Hall, on Dout'aa avenue, at

a

,o!(.r

TIME CARD"

LOCAL

O'clock.
Vlaltln
momW.
cordially welcome,
H. Gehrlne. No. 1
president; J. T. Busier, secretary; No. 3.
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
No. 7

8

HUNKER

Hunker

Attorney
Laa Vegas.

For Rent

A vast amount of 111 Tipalth u Ana
to impaired digestion. When the stomach falls to perform its functions
that whole svntam tuvnmui do-ranged. A few doses of Chamberlain's
Tablets Is all you need. They will
strengthen your digestion, Invigorate
your liver, and reeulate vonr hnwein
entirely doing away with that miser-aoie reeling aue to rauity digestion.
Try It. Many others have been permanently cured why not you? Fot
sale by all dealers.

HUNKER

M. R.

FOR SALE Twin cylinder motorcycle. Very little used. $125. Agua MODERN
WOODMEN OF AMERK.
Pura Co.
Meet la the forest of brother!
love at Woodmen of the Wori
hall, on th second and fourth F;
day of each month at 8 p. m, C. C)
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Vit
FOR RENT Modern rooms by the
ing neighbors are especially
w
day or week. The Albert 617
come and cordially Invited
Douglas avenue.

pub. Aug.

ATTORNEYS

Tem-

RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
MeeU first sad t&irt rrldaya In
Uasoala Teazle. Mrs. T. B. Boven,
Worthy Kafcroa; James O. Rut! edge
Worthy Fatrom; lira. George Trip,

FOR

SALE One span good mules,
3 and 4 years old, one smaller mule
5 years old.
Call on A. J. Har-ma-

unlk

Williams, H. P.; T.
Blood, Secretary.

FRATERNAL

a month of intense suffering to many
peopie.
oieys Honey and Tar Compound gives prompt ease and relief,
and Is soothing and healing to the inflamed membranes.
Wm. M. Mere-theEstray Advertisement
N. Searsport, Me., says: "A few
Notice is hereby given to whom it aoses 01 Foieys Honey aM
Tar Commay concern that the following de- pound relieved me of a severe attack
scribed estray animal was taken up by of asthma and less than a bottle caused a complete cure." Refuse substitH. B. Steele, Estancia, N. M.
utes. O. G. Schaefar and Red Cross
One bay horse, 500 lbs.
Drug Store.

'
Branded
On left Jaw
Branded
On left shoulder
Branded
On right hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Borvd for the benefit of the

t,

NO

A.

month. Vteltln

RATES

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

NT,

THE OPTIC

CAFE

AND

THE, LOBBY RESTAURANT

,

To-wl-

.

'

spotted, white face, white
years.
Branded
On left hip
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Tiie Cross on
the Moon

IL

uI

By JOHN K. WAKNACK

The governor Pat' in., the library of
his beautiful new home, his head
bowed In deep thought, while through
his great heart surged conflicting emotions like warring waves in time of
storm. He had just been visited by
the mother of Jim Turner, the man
who at 6 o'clock that evening was to
he hanged for the murder of his
father. The governor had remained
apparently calm during the interview,
but the woman's visit had shaken his
nerves, had made him question the
Justice of the law and caused him to
doubt hia own Judgment.
"Governor," the woman had said,
"If Jim Turner dies tonight, the soul
of an innocent man will whisper into
the ear of God the story of a legalized
murder. My son was accused of taking the life of his gentle father, mj
husband. He has been tried before
the courts of this state, and has been
pronounced guilty by a Jury of twelve

Ignorant mountaineers; but the evidence produced against him Is almost
entirely circumstantial, and before Ood
t swear that my noble boy Is Innocent,
I would gladly give my own life to be
hie to absolutely prove his lnnocenc
and to take the unearned stain from.
the name of Turner in this state."
He was called the pardoning governor, and his political enemies had
made the most of the faot that already
during his brief tenure of office be had
robbed the gallows of four men who,
under the law, had been condemned to
death. A pardoning governor, yes; a
merciful man, surely; a leader whose
heart was as great as his mind but
was he allowing his brain and his
heart to be ruled by a moral weakness? Was he going to pardon this
man who had been sentenced by the
to be hanged by the neck until
tudge
dead, for the murder of one
of the
citizens of the state?
He had only thirty minutes In which

.

best-love-

d

to decide.
all the evidence In the
, He reviewed
sase. Turner and his father were last

leen together strolling through the
woods, during the early autumn. The
ton came home alone, and an hour afterward bis father's body was found,
A bullet had
By leaves.
pierced his heart, causing Instant
death. The young man, Jim Turner,
had returned home with a rlflS which
oe and his father had taken with them
into the woods. On the day previous
to the murder, if murder it was, the
young man bad threatened to leave
his home on account of a misunderstanding which had arisen between
him and his father. ' That was all, but
was it not enough? What further evt
dance was necessary to prove young
Turner's sruilt? And vet. wh v dirt-hI jSoi leave" the rifle by the side of his
father's body In order that the coro-rjejhrry might return, a pofjjjle vej;
diet of suicide? On the other Land,
how could it Have Been suicide, when
no weapon was found by the dead
man? Who else could have committed
the crime, if Dot his son? The elder
Turner had not had an enemy In the
country. He was a generous man,
and one of the mildest and most forbearing. Could some one have shot
him accidentally? This could not be,
for the shot had been accurate. Surely It was premeditated. The bullet
had entered the heart, passing entirely through that organ, and the clothwas powder-burneing over the wound
therefore the shooting must
have been at close range. Yet the
young man had been seen and spoken
to when he and his father had entered
the woods and he had returned with
the rifle! And Turner was no fool.
This was the puzzling part of the affair. Surely, or at least possibly,
there was another explanation, If It
could be found. However, the courts
had given the accused man the benefit
of every plausible doubt, and still he
had been found guilty.
Suddenly the governor lifted his
head and looked out through the window screen at the early rising moon.
Did hla eyes deceive him? What was
' this he saw? Across the great orb, ex
tending above and below it, shone a
brilliant cross, the emblem of Cal
vary, the sign of the death of one who
had pardoned his cruclflers.
The governor was not superstitious.
Again and again he looked in won
dderment. The cross still shone
clearly across the yellow moon.
"Mary," he 'called suddenly, and al
most Immediately his beautiful daughter stood In the doorway.
"Where have you been, child?"
or
"On the veranda,
rather
The moon Is
lovely tonight, don't you think?"
"Yes," said the governor, "It Is beau
v

a

lished. Was It not better to pardon a
man, even though he might be guilty
of the basest of crimes, than to send
to hia death an Innocent man? Anyway, If he was guilty, he might yet
atone in this world for his crime by a
life of service to his fellow-men- .
If
he did not, then the account must be
settled between him and his maker at
the final reckoning.
And still the cross shone down on
him. It seemed to steal all the golden
radiance of the moon to flash directly
into his tired eyes. Suddenly he arose
and walked quickly to the telephone.
"Hello, Central," he called feverishly. "Give me 8260, please.
Hello,
county Jail? This Is the governor. I
wish to speak to Sheriff Harvey at
once. Yes. yes.
Hello, that you,
sheriff?
Yes, this Is the governor.
Yes, want to speak of Jim Turner.
Everything ready, you say? Have It
all stopped now. Jim Turner does not
die tonight. I'll be down in about an
hour. Yes. All right, good-by.- "
The governor wiped the perspiration from his brow, drew a deep
breath and walked back to his chair
where he sat silently for a quarter of
an hour,
at his own actions, yet regretting nothing.
"Pahdon me, suh, but Mlstah Kress
wants to see you, suh." '
"Show him In, Charley."
d
A
man almost rushed
Into the room.
"Governor," he exclaimed, "I've Just
received a telephone message to the
effect that a revolver with a note tied
to the handle was found this morning
In the Turner woods, in a small ditch,
under, a bunch of leaves. The note
was written by old man Turner, who
committed suicide. He was not murdered by Jim Turner, his son. The
note spoke of .heart trouble, and evidently the fear of death from the disease had driven the old man Insane.
It's too late, I know. It Is nearly half-pa6 o'clock now. An innocent man
had been hanged tonight."
"No innocent man
been
has
hanged," calmly replied the governor.
"I reprieved Jim Turner an hour ago."
His eyes
The visitor gasped.1
opened widely, and he sprang across
the room and grasped the governor's
hand excitedly.
For a few minutes
Then
the two men talked together.
they both prepared to leave the room
for the county jail.
"By the way, governor," said Kress,
as they started out of the library,
"did you ever notice from thh roona
the strange effect produced by that
screened window? I remember having
DOttced It when I built the house. See
that big cross on the moon? I suppose It la the manner In which the
wires on the screen are crossed that
produces the effect. See, It makes a
perfect cross. Isn't It peoullar?
"I noticed It?" calmly said the
Then, as the full realizagovernor.
tion of what it meant to Jim Turner
and his mother and to his own peace
of 'mind, rushed over him, he added
under bis breath: "Thank "God, I no'
'
ticed it!" -

moon-gazin-

tiful."

"It never seemed so golden," she
went on. "How soft and sweet the
night 1st Can't you come out a while
'

with me, father?"
"In a few minutes, perhaps, dear
not Just now. l only wished to know
where you were. I had not seen you
for such a long time, almost three

hours."
Her rippling laughter floated back
to him as she skipped from the room.
"She did not notice it," said the
governor to himself. "It seems to be
there only for me. What does it
Is It an optical illusion, I won
der? Why' didn't Mary see it, too?'
The sign of the cross! What had
It not meant to the world! It spelled
redemption. The idea associated it
self in his mind with the thoughts of
the condemned man. Turner's Innocence was conjectural, but absolute
proof of his guilt had not been estab
mean?

CASTLE'S FUTURE

Historic Welsh Fortress May Be En
tirely Restored to Grandeur by
Office of Works.
Wales.- - Since the Investiture of the
prince of Wales In Carnarvon castle
the question has often been asked, by
Welsh and English alike: What is to
be the future of that historic building?
This la a matter not only for the people of Carnarvon but for the people
of Wales as a wholei and It also, one
may suggest, touches the throne, for
the magnificent ceremony of last July
brought the king and queen and the
prince of Wales Into closer touch with,
the Welsh. Many suggestions as to
the future of the castle are afloat
In local circle It Is now stated to be
certain that the office of works Is contemplating further extensive alterations at the castle, ' and that the
schemes are of so comprehensive a
character that many years will be required to complete them. On the
other hand, the Carnarvon town council have submitted a plan involving
of
among other things the
the old banqueting hall inside the cas- -

well-dresse-

.

s

star-gazin-

CARNARVON

KNOW

"HOW NOT TO

DO

IT

That Is the Chief Reason Why
Women Make Such Really uood
After-DlnnSpeakers.

And

It is always the plaint of every gen
r
eration of dihers that
speaking Is on the decline. ' In this
flay and generation, however, the eternal feminine has come to the rescue.
At recent dinners, where both men
and women, have spoken, It has been
common comment that of the two the
women were the better speakers
One clever man, after a dinner In
New York, where the women carried
off all the
honors, explained it thus: "The women are not
such egotists. Every man felt him
self the star of the 'evening. So he
Insisted on talking for twenty minutes and more, till the whole tabje
was weary of him. The women had
sense. They got up, talked brilliantly
for just Ave minutes and then sat
everybody anxiouB for
down, leaving
more." "
training tells. For generations the women In every normal
family have sa't and listened. to the
favorite stories of their fathers, brothers and husbands. They have learned
the long, Irrelevant preludes to an anecdote, the dreary delays and advances up to Its point; the boresome;
'
flat epilogues.
They have been told, patronizingly
that "no woman knows how to tell a
In
And, meanwhile,
good story."
their gracious, gentle role of audience
they have laid to heart that precious
knowledge "how not to do It" The
result, while temporarily astonishing
to man, makes woman smile and understand. Harper's Bazar.
after-dinne-

post-prandi-

Age-lon-

g

However, Grscerymen Seldom Do.
man walked Into a South Side
grocery store a few days ago and
called for the proprietor, relates the
Kansas City Star. The owner was
busy at the time, but the man sat
and waited patiently until he was
Then the man Introduced
through.
himself, but the groceryman did not
recall the name and could not remember ever having seen him.
The stranger then explained that
several years ago he had sold the
store keeper a load of melons which
had all the large ones placed on top(
The grocer could not remember the"
incident, but the stranger was liv
eistent and said he wanted to make
retribution, a he had been converted
and the matter had always bothered
him. The conversation finally ended
by the man paying the grocer a dollar.
AS he walked out. the storekeeper
pulled a handkerchief from his pocket
and wiped his brow, exclaiming:
"What, in the world would I ever
do If I got religion that bad?"
A.

Old Tower

of Carnarvon.

tie, on the site of which was erected
in 1894 the Royal pavilion, where was
held the luncheon attended by King
Edward and Queen Alexandra, then
prince and princess of Wales, on the
occajlon of their visit to the National
Eisteddfod In the town.
It Is doubtful, Indeed, if either of
these scheme will be carried out

PROSPERITY
Good

IN JUMPS

CAME

Story From Which Private
John Allen Drew a Rule to
Guide Hla Conduct

Private John Allen, during his long

Bervlce as representative of Mississippi In congress, , was Importuned on

r
one occasion to make an
speech at a banquet at which he was
to be a guest.
"No!" aaid the "private," "I will
make a before-dinne- r
speech but none
after dinner."
When, reminded that a before-dinne- r
speech was quite out of the ordinary, and was asked for- - his reason for desiring to make his speech
before dinner, be told the following
story:
"There was a
that
lived near Tupelo, my home town,
some years ago named Bill Jonea.
BUI had a brother Bob, who bad gone
to Texas quite a while before, and
reports said that he was enjoying a
fair share 'of worldly prosperity.
When a Texan, from the town In
which Bob had located, came to
Tupelo, he looked up' Bob, who said
to him:
"Tell Bob that I bave a large family, and things are against me somehow, and If be can give me a little
assistance It will be greatly appreciated."
on this strain for
He continued
some time bo that the Texan to relieve the situation proposed that they
have a drink. The drink was disposed of, and BUI was cheered up considerably; began to tell what a good
crop he would have this year, etc.
Another drink was taken with a like
result, and after about the fourth had
been disposed of, he slapped the Texan on the back and said :
"When you see Bob, you tell him
If he or any of his friends need any
money, Just draw on me for It, and
they will get It."
after-dinne-

ne'er-do-we-

OLD

FRIENDS

ll

ARE WITH

US

The Wild Man of the Woods and the
Man Who Won't Give a Tip

'

Both Here.

Old

friends are returning with

sum-

mer. The wild man, who now emerges

Great structual alterations to historic from a cave in Connecticut and . now
buildings are against the spirit of tht prefers the Maine woods with a vilage, which in regard to them seeks
lage near by where he can frighten
rather to preserve than to restore. school children, is reported as caught
In Tarrytown, N. Y., but he is probCarnarvon castle in the past has But
ffered much from
but mis- ably an lmposter, for he gave his
nam and admitted that he was hunguided efforts in this direction, founded mainly on Ignorance of the real gry. The reai wild man Is nameless,
and in trackless solitudes or visiting
history of the edifice. The delusion,
slain many times, still persists that a settlement is cheerfully omnivorous,
Edward II., the first prince of Wales, and skillful in obtaining food from nawas born In the castle, regardless of ture and from man.
And again there is the formation
the fact that the Eagle tower, where
the Interesting event Is supposed to of a National
associahave taken place, was not roofed In tion. We read a few days ago of a
nntn he had been nine years on the Londoner who In one year traveled
throne. '
considerably over 100 miles to find
Little anachronisms
of this kln$ barber?' ahops where his "unbending
have counted nothing to the thousands attitude on the tip question" was unof tourists who have been conducted known and thus spent about $30 on
through dark corridors to the passage bus and cab fares. He soon exhaust
chamber in the Eagle tower and look- ed London and the suburbs, and now,
ed on the gayly painted window with unable to shave himself, grows a
the prtace of Wales' feathers depicted beard.
These
associations lathereon. Could any further proof he
bor In vain, for there are always foolneeded? In the last half century battlements .and other pieces were added ish men and women, who, not sure ol
to the walls, but In few cases were themselves and wishing to impress
they In keeping with the castle as it others, tip extravagantly. Philip Hale
originally appeared.. Competent au- In Bdstop Herald.
thorities of today look with misgiving on these restorations restoraMan of Hla Word.
tions carried out in York stone and
he said patiently, "you
"Central,"
not local stone and wonder why bat- have
me the wrong numbei
tlements were erected where no bat- seven given
times now. If you do It again
tlements had ever been In the fighting I shall
report you. .1 want Weehau-keold
of
whether
and
the
fortress,
days
V."
renow
be advisable to
It would not
There was a whirring, a clicking,
move them.
then a clicking whirring.
Perhaps this task will recommend
"Hello," he said, "la this you,
Itself to the notion of Mr. Trowbridge Dolly?"
of the office of works, who had charge
"Yes," answered a sweet voice, put
of the structural alterations preceding up to It, of course,
by Its fair owner.
the investiture, and Is even now in
1
"This is Lawrence Seellngbass.
at
has
where
he
Carnarvon,
charge
called up to tell you that If you don'l
taken a house on a long lease. The marry me I'll go to Africa and be shot
town council scheme of rebuilding the by lions."
banqueting hall is hardly to get furth"I'll marry you, foolish boy. You"v
er than the paper on which it is never asked me before, you know."
planned, for antiquaries are still In
"What! Who is this?"
doubt as to many of the main features
"Dolly Dartingham."
of the apartment.
He hung up the receiver as If hi
A representative ot the Morning had been shot. Central had given him
Post, on application at the office of the wrong connection again!
On his way to the Jeweler's to bnj
works, wis informed that at present
the only work in progress was that Dolly Dartingham a diamond solinecessary to keep the castle in proper taire he stepped In at the Beestons
repair, but the question has yet to be telephone office to report the operaanswered whether the eld fortress, tor, for In all things Lawrence Seelwhich may have been starved into sur- lngbass was a man of his word. Philrender, but was never vanquished by adelphia Evening Times.
force of arms, shall remain as it left
the bands of modern masons, or apImproved Gas Light,
proach a little nearer, to the design of '
the genius who orlginall built It
According to the Scientific American, experiments are at present In progress in Paris as the result of which
CAMP TO ESCAPE DISEASE it is hoped to secure an Increased
light efficiency from incandescent gas
Two Cases lit Norwich University burners.
Under present conditions
Drive All to Tents During
the gas pressure In the mains Is sufficient to draw a certain amount of air
Quarantine.
into the burner, where it becomes mixNorthfleld, VtAa a result of ths ed with the gas, causing the characterappearance at Norwich university, a istic blue flame. But the amount of
military Institution, of two cases of air thus drawn Into the flame Is only
smallpox, every person connected with about three times that of the gas,
the university spent the night under whereas, for the best effect, the ration
canvas recently, tents having been should be five to one. It has been
shipped here from the state arsenal at found that by compressing the gas in
Montpelier. The cadet corps vacated the mains the desirable ratio of air
their quarters, as did the officers and can be caused to enter the flame One
"acuity, that the buildings might be of the boulevards in Paris has lamps
working on this system, and the refumigated.
The baseball and polo teams, which sults are exceedingly satiofactory.

SEVEN

NO TIME FOR TRIFLES
-

'

anti-tippin- g

'

'

iaad been' away from home, have returned, and the commandant of the
itniversity, Captain Tompkins and Dr.
the physical
Whitney,
director,
hastened here from West Point. It Is
ho:ped by these measures to keep
every man who may hnve been
In the camp until the quarantine
Is (raised.

Has Learned Difficult Language.
Mrs. H. J. Camp, the first white
woman who ever made a permanent
missionary home In Central Arabia,
Is now engaged in special charitable
work in Maine. Mrs. Camp speaks and
reads Arabic like a native.

f
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tiliill
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Felix Haney Ja in vaudeville with
"Votes for Women."
Blanche Bates, has . been spending For Fourteen Years. Restored
part of her vacation In Colorado.
'Charles Major's novel, "A Forest To Health by Lydia E. FirJ
ham's Vegetafcla
Hearth," has been dramatized.
Katherlne Kaelred has been added
Compound.
to the cast of "The Ne'er Do Well."
Mizzl Hajos, the Hungarian Star,
fter
fourteen years of
Elgin,
Is having a new piece written for suffering everything from female com
plaints, I am at last
her.
restored to health.
Alphone Ethler has been engaged
" I employed the
for the role of Shiblon In "An Azbest
doctors and
tec Romance."
even went to the
Grace Grlswoid has been engaged
hospital for treatment and was told
by William A. Brady for a part In
there was no help for
'
"Sisters of Fear."
me. But while takFohall Dalngerfield, Jr., has sold a
ing Lydia E.
"Have you written your thesis for play called "Myra" to Mrs. Leslie
Vegetable
(raduatlon yet?"
Carter, who will produce it in New
Compound I began
How can I find York.
i "Haven't started It
to improve and I
time for such things when I have to
Donald Brian will begin his season continued its use until I was made well. "
ipend most of my time trying on my In "The
Mrs. Henry Leiseberg,743 Adams St
Siren" in September. In Degraduation gown?"
W. Va. "I feel it my
Kearneysville,
cember he will appear In "The Marduty to write and say what Lydia E.
Market."
riage
HIS IDEA
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound haa
Alfred Sutro la coming
to this done for me. I suffered from female
country to be present at the opening weakness and at times felt bo miserable
of John Drew in Sutro's play, "The I could hardly endure being on my feet
"After taking Lydia E. Pinkham'a
Perplexed Husband. '
Cecil Francis, formerly stage man- I Vegetable Compound and following your
special directions, my trouble is gone.
ager of "The Spring Maid," has fin- woras iaai to express my tnankiuiness.
ished a three-ac- t
musical play, entit- I recommend your medicine to all my
led "Princess Muramasa "
friends." Mrs. G. B. Whittington.
Werba and Luescher will have The above are only two of the thouthree "Rose Maid" companies one sands of grateful letters which are conIn New York, one In the east and a stantly being received by the Pinkham
Medicine Company of Lynn, Mass., which,
third for the Pacific coast.
show clearly what great things Lydia E.
enLaurette Taylor is to play an
Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound does
gagement as leading lady of a stock for those who suffer from woman's ills.
company dn San Francisco, beginIf yon want special advice write to
lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confning with "A: Lady In Waiting."
Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
One of the leading attractions of idential)
be opened, read and answered by a
the fall season in the Shubert theat-ter- s woman and held in strict eoiiMeiice.
will be the wordless play
with the original German few
the railroads of the middle
Ill.-"A-

Pink-ham-

'B

'

-

'

,"

The Manager I'm going to elevata
the stage.
The Critic That's good. The hats
the women wear nowadays are so big
that you can hardly see it as It la

THE REAL THING

well-mean-

Antl-Tlppln- g

mm
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PLAY8 AND PLAYERS

cast

years

i'

west have employed "hobo bouncers,"
travel on the
special officers who

Isadora Duncan has been promised big backing to build a theater
In Paris. Edward Gordon Craig, the
son of Ellen Terry, being interested
in the matter.
George C, Tyler, managing member of the Llebler company, has returned from Europe with new plays
for Viola Allen, William T. Hodge
and H. B. Warner.
Martha Hedman, a Swedish act-

merchandise trains, ohase tramps and
prevent them from robbings cars.
with special policeThey
men who are employed at division
headquarters. For at least 25 years
the Burlington has kept watchmen
night and day In the switch yards
and in the commercial section, where
there are always a number of merchandise and fruit cars standing.
Sometimes the .hoboes object to be
lng put off trains and show fight
Several officers have been killed or
seriously hurt In the, last few; years
by them. Last week one was killed

ress, is to be leading lady with John
Mason, in Henry Bernstein's play,
"The Attack." She haB never acted
In this country before,
W. H. Thompson will present the
coming season In vaudeville a playlet by hoboea at Cheyenne, Wyo. Mementitled "An Object Lesson." It is bers of the railroad secret jServf'
by an English author, and has been state that car robberies
have fn.i
given In London.
creased considerably Jn tha last tfenj
Renee Kelley, who has been a great years, largely because there are mora
success In London, has been engaged trains run and the number of hoby WInthrop Ames for "June Mad- boes has grown larger. They break;
ness," In which Hedwlg Relcher is Jnto merchandise cars and eteal
to have the leading role.
cigars and
food, whisky, toobacco,
"The Incompatlbles," by , Edmund clothing. Most of their thieving Is
Breese and Annie Steele Richardson, of the Petty kind. It is seldom that
Trufly Was his picture of the hand- was produced by a stock .company
they steal large quantities of stuff.
icap true to life?
Railbird So much so that even thi in New Jersey recently. Mr. Breese A number of tramps have teen arIs playing the leading role.
colors ran.
rested In Nebraska in the last year
Charles Dillingham has engaged for robbing, cars and convictions
the noted dancer, Lydla Loupoukowa have followed In a great many inTEASING THE JUNE BRIDE
for the company In which Elsie Janls stances.
will be starred with Montgomery,
Stone and Joseph Cawthorne.
"I was cured of diarrhoea by one
dose of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy," writes M. E.
GUARDING FREIGHT.
Gebhardt, Oriole, Pa. There is nothLincoln, Neb. Aug. 15. In the last ing better. For sale by all dealers.
--
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EXCURSION HATES
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CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles
San Diego

cTebft&n

"Dear me, Fred, I wish we had
something funny to read tonight"
"Well, my dear, there's your graduation essay."
HAD TIME TO GET HUNGRY

rJ:D KDHTllVIZST

Vvrn

San Francisco and return direct
Seattle, Tacoma & other points

CSO.CO

Tickets on sale August 29, 30, 31, September 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
Stop overs allowed in either direction. For further information
call on or write.

L

D.

BATCHELOR,

We

Agent.

have on hand a complete stock of

SCVLEKSGOXSv WINDOW SCREENS AND WIRE SCREENING

At The Most Reasonable Prices
'

Customer Are you the waiter who
took my order for that chop?
Walter Yes, sir.
Customer Bless me, how you hav
grown!

Get our quotations before buying

LAGVEGAC. LUMBER.
Phone Main

150

Old Town

m.
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LAS VEGA3 DAILY

ESuKT

VIHA

THIRTEEN

LOCAL NEWS

SWEET POTATOE

4

PROVES
AFFEITS SOUTH AFRICAN
WATER BAGS.

NUIIOE

UNLUCKY

THE

f TI

HIT

Try a dram of Ola Taylor bourtmn
Opera Bar.

SEASON

AT
FREIGHT
TRAIN
WRECKED
THIRDOMINGO
WHEN
TEENTH CAR JUMPS.

ac th

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of ooume.
,

n

Pounds For

Yea, there will be enough sick dem
ocrats after the coming election to
keep all the doctors of that faith
busy.
The Ladles' Aid society of the First
Baptist church will serve chicken
dinner at the church Friday evening
beginning at 5:30.

AT THE STC:.E THAT SELLS FC!i CASH

FD

AT TEE STC:.E THAT SELLS

'

LESS

smw
iii!
TOJJY

Thirteen cars of freight train No.
705, the westbound local, were derailed last night at , 8 o'clock at a
point two miles west of Domingo, a
station 19 miles north of Albuquerque. The derailed
cars, nine ol
which were loaded with coal and th?
remaining four with coke were badly
broken iip, but no one was injured
iu the accident. The derailment was
caused by a broken reil.
were sent out from Las Vegas and
Belen last night, and tho roadbfd wa?
cleared up by 8:30 o'clock tins morn

!n

n

.; u

See Van Petten for Insurance.

I0DCEO

FIVE PE(! CEfi!

AD4KAPPELL

THE

CO.

This hi eludes all Union and
o
.Underwear...m Sum- .......
mor Weicaf
Two-Pioc-

,

,.

1.0C
No. 0, 1 gallon size
We are, offering trousers of excp
No. 1, 2 gallon size
$1.50
'.
tlonally fine quality and designs for mg.
,
12.25
No. 2, 5 gallon size
See our windows,
$1.50 and $2.98.
The engine, No. 1511 and the ihir-toe- Gold Medal Cots
.$2.75
Taichert's Douglas avenue.
cars . immodUU'.y heHind It Camp Stools
35c
45c
passed over the broken rail, success Camp Stools with backs
On account of the failure of the fully, the fourteenth being derailed.
$1.00 for the $1.50 Reclining Chairs.
pay checks to arrive today the stores This one car pulled thq twelve folor 20 pet cent discount for Cash
of Greater Las Vegas will not be lowing from the .rack, 'the engUe oh
any Bed, Brass or Metal.
open tonight. The stares will re und thirteen cars went on tt.icugh to 15c for 25o Galvanized Buckets.
main open tomorrow night and Sat- Albuquerque last night... and the de 20c for 30c Galvanized Buckets.
(
urday night
railed rars were thrown to oni sida 45o for No. 0 60c Galvanized Tubs.
o? the track by the two .wreckers. En 50o for No, 1, 65c Galvanized Tubs.
The hoard of county commissioners gineef Blevins ani Conductor
60c for No. 2, 75c Galvanized Tubs.
was scheduled to meet late this after- were in charge of the train.
70c for No. 3, 85c Galvanized Tubs.
noon for the purpose of letting conSanta Fe train No. 8 was delayed 95c for $1.25 Mrs. Potts' 3 Sad Irons
tracts for the repairing? and improv about 12 hours. Most of this loss of
and Stand.
ing of the court house and Jail prop- time, however, was caused by wasf-out- s $1.10 for $1.50 North Pole .Metal
erty. The commissioners expect to
on the coast lines. The Chicago
Freezers, 1 quart.
spend several thousands of dollars no Limited and train No. 2 had passed $1.40 for $1.90 North Pole
Metal
on needed improvements.
the freight before the accident aud
Freezers, 2 quart
were not delayed. Train No. 9 also $1.95 for $2.75
Nortfi Pole Meta!
!
If the 'plans were carried out the got through ahead of the wreck. The
Freezers.
members of the Las Vegas troop, of track was cleared this morning be25 rolls 5c Toilet Paper for $1.00.
ent 15
Limited
Boy Scouts, who have been spending fore the California
rolls 10c Toilet Paper for $1.00.
the paat two weeks on the Rio de la through, so the delay resulting from 3c each for
Jelly Glasses.
Casa, broke camp this morning, leav- this accident was small.
$1.10 per dozen pint Economy Fruit
ing for Mora, where they will spend
It would seem that 13, usually a Jars.
the night. They expect to leave Mora lucky number, proved the hoodoo last
$1.40 per dozen quart Economy Fruit
tomorrow morning, making ' a two night, this being Jhe limit to the
Jar.s
day hike into Las Vegas.
number of cars that passed the brok- $1.75 per dozen half gallon Economy
en rail, and also the number of Fruit Jars. ,
Failure of a quorum to show up last cars that went in the ditch. Wash- 70c
per dozen Mason pint Fruit Jars.
night caused the city council to post- outs between La Junta and Dodge 80c per dozen Mason quart Fruit Jars.
pone its regular meeting. Probably City, Kan., are again tying up through $1.10 per dozen
gallon Mason Fruit
the mayor will call the aldermen to- traffic on the Santa Fe. The Calif
'
Jars.
gether sometime in the near future,
Limited was the last to gel
as business of. Importance Js awaiting through, all today's trains being east
consideration. It Is understood the of the washouts. The first train will
water committee and the A sua Pur a not arrive in Las Vegas until after
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
company have not yet reached any midnight tonight. A stub train was
wf
new
a
terms
agreement upon the
run this afternoon on the regular
A RACY STUNT.
water; contract,
time of No. 1 between La Junta and
Atlantic City, N. J., Aug, 15. -i...... Albuquerque.
Tomorrow evening the armory will
full view of several thousand bathbe the soon of a dance that Is exers, Samuel Spahn and Miss Anna
bes
the
Kitchen.
We buy i
White
both
19, of Washington,
pected to be a highly enjoyable event, material, we give the best service, we Costella,
the management of the Romero base- furnish the best 25 cent clean meal in tried to iefxchange clothing on the
ball club, the fast West eide aggre- the
the Harvey beach today in order to win a bet.
city. Opposite
Miss Costella wag down to fluffy
gation which has been winning games House.
with great regularity since the Ma- things and Spahn to his wnd,eTClotihing
arirooins disbanded, having made
when
the police arrived. The big
There will be a regular meeting of
rangements for a benefit dance. The Ransford
crowd,
enjoying the spectacle, tried
toE.
O.
S.,
chapter No. 2,
Simtson orchestra will furnish the
to
keep the police back, and the offic
morrow night, August 16. As this w
to draw their
music and admission will be $1 a
were compelled
ers
the first meeting held for some timi
bettors were
clubs.
The
couple. "Everybody's Doin It." Doing
quick
change
it is urgent that all members be
what? Why, getting ready to attend
to don their own apparel and
made
present. Visiting members cordially were locked
the dance.
up charged with disorInvited. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
derly conduct.
;

'

n

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

'

;

I,

Bo-wa-

For the Rest of the Week and For
CASH We OffeV'
Fancy PEARS For Canning

25 lbs. For 1.00
of Sugar for
,.
of Sugar for
Fancy California PaLatoes for
Fancy California Potatoes for
of Fancy California Potatoes for
These potatoes are smooth, white-- and medium size.
Standard Hams m
,
Standard Bacon
20 pounds Pure Lard,
....
4.
10 pounds Pure Lard
5 pounds Puue Lard
.w.v.i
3 pounds Pure Lard
,
100 Bars Diamond C Soap..,
8 Bars Diamond C Soap.
100 Bars Crystal White Soap
6 Bars Crystal White Soap
100 pounds

j

.,.

15

3
3
3

3

'"'

3

.

f

...$1.00
25o
,

16o

.....17

$2.3S

..$1.30

$3.00

25c

Packages Soda Crackers

B

Takoma Crackers
Packages Graham Crackers
Packages Oatmeal Crackers.

'

W'fcO
if lfll

j

flour:.

i

.

Be Careful. Be sure you get OLD WHEAT FLOUR
wheat flour will NOT b satisfactory till it has cured.
Sack ...
Lily .Fancy Patent,
Sack
Lily, Fancy Patent,
Sack, . . . .
Pride,
Sack
Pride,

new

for

$1.50

48-l-

75c

24-l-

48-l-

....$1.40

".

70c

24-l-

All thope holding silver tickets may have them punched on this

.,'.'.

sale.

ROBBERY IS AVERTED
Cheyenne, Wyo., Aug. 15. The ap
rest of George and Carl Steadman,
brothers, at Rock Springs, Wyoming,

"If We Do Mt's Right"

Laundered
and returned to your home in
the "it is new" appearance
you would expect had it just
arrived from your dressmakers.

Kv"

special:case!Mle

:

Our expert girl ironers have
the facility, gained by long
experience, of bringing back
the original beauty. And our
charges for this work are
very reasonable.

.

Cost cf Evcfylhir.g Mtlz
AiTb Ilr.3 cf
I5TH.
Kl TWO DAYS, AUGUST 15
100 pounds Potatoes. ,
12 pouxids Pgu-lIcs- ;
100 pounds Sifgar-'-- .
15 pounds Stifrar
100 pouncV, Cane rSugar
14 pounds Cane Sugar,

l.
v..'

' ' '$6.25

..$1.00
. . .'

t

.'

i

Sack Moses Best Flour
I Sack Moses Best. Flour
Sack Diamond "M" Flour
3 Macaroni, or Spaghetti
1 Box Diamond C. Soap
8 Bars Diamond C Soap
r
7 Bars Tar Soap
15 Boxes Togo Sardines.
1 Liinre Can Pure Lard
1 Medium Can Pure Lard
1 Small Can Pure Lard.
Can Compound
1 Larg-1 Medium Can Compound
. .
1 Small Can Compound..-Standard Hams. .
Standard Bacon.
""7

THE GRAAF

"

gr

$f

'

The famous Hoosier Cabinet
groups everything you need in one
spot at your finger's ends.

M'i ::

;

.

,

The Ilooslcr

;

Laundry
81

Are

Licensed Agents For Hoosier Kitchen Cabinets

CAHO

GOODS

Finest Quality Fruits and VeliEPRESEliT getables From Field to Can
The Same Day.

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

Noted For
PURITY CLEANLINESS

QUALITY

ASK YOUR GnQCER

Ttie Best in Tbc Giiy

lira

FOJFOHF

n

7
1

Pittsburgh

617 Douglat

well-to-d-

1

1,050 FDLL

EUiPPEI

;

W2 UZl

AT

i

R. H. E.

TMtn1n1n.Tl.A

Phont Main

,

You pay merely $1.00 for a few weeks on the famous Club Plan. The
cabinet is delivered to your home as to scores of others. You pay not one
penny more than the low price established everywhere by The Hoosier Mfg.,
o
Co. All over Las Vegas
people are putting the Hoosier in theirhoines.

BAIIERY GOODS

Pittsburgh, Aiug. 15.PittsburBh
won the first game qf a double-headtodav by a score of 7 to i.
y

here it is.
You want salt?
Sugar, same. The whole kitchen
is brought to you just over your
work table.

FOR. 51.00 A WEEK

FORI"

TODAY'S BASEBALL
National League

Batteries O'Toole and Kelly;
ey and Killifer.

,...........25c

2
7

2
0

Rlx

IK

"

:

:;

AOm

--

Donghnnts,

..$3.00

'

25c
25c

.50c
,$1.30

t
'

Jv

J.:

:

Fried Cskes

65c
40c
$1.05
60c
...35c

Vh

;

ovzr.LAno r.zzzi

FALL RADISHES
They Will

Tr'.cphone

Alighty Good in the Cool

Tate

Fall-Weather-

I

fry

WAYWARD CO.

STORE

esi

SOW RADISH SEED NOW FOR

16c

rj;gvfif'ifci

"

Special Saves Miles of Steps
for T'rod Feet,

FSESI1 EVERY DAY

ON PANAMA TRADE
S. C,
Aug. 15. A

Spartanburg,
large and representative meeting of
the business men of South Carolina
was held here today to discuss plans
to secure for the port of Charleston
and the state at large an adequate
share of the trade benefits expected
to accrue to the south through, the
opening of the Panama canal.

:;

55

80c
$1.45

.

CONFERENCE

Las Veffas'; Steam"'

$6.45
$1.00

.

See how many steps you take
Your flour is here; your butter
there; salt; spices; sugar everything
means a trip about the room.

.

I"

mines.

Gunn-Queale- y

$1.90
25c

:

,

I

i'

Everybody reads The Optic.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
is believed to have prevented an attempt to hold up the pay train en FOR SALE CHEAP Two "pieces of
this
route from Rock Springs to
property, corner, Third and ColumOfficers are said to havt
morning.
bia. Call at 952 Third street
overheard the brothers planning the
holdup. The train carried $10,000 in
currency to pay 300 employes of the

Ladies Lingerie

'

with your Kitchen
Table

Wlkf.

n

jj

3

Eoosier Cexbinot

TOE ROSENTHAL

25c
..$3.75

'FT IS

GREENBEF GER

or-n- la

65c
40o

C''sJ

i

3 TacltBRos
3

gJi fr'

'

Packages Vermicelli
Packages Macaroni
Packages Spaghetti

.6.S5
$1.00
$1.90

pounds
100 pounds
50 pounds
12 pounds

ONE LOT OP SOCt.
;'"At 25 Cents
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"The Store. of Satisfaction"

IB
;

P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE

;

i
rM
j

K

dot

or cs!I and we will have our demonstrator

Lisfcps:lifoiill8:"'i
Phjnean3H.

EacMee-.-

Whalen,

&

Co. "

Towler Prtps

,

.w..

